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1SUMMARY
*
This thesis is a theoretical investigation into the thermal and 
structural response of large reflector support trusses subject to the 
space environment.
A review of the elements necessary in a successful spacecraft design 
is included.
The determination of the temperature distributions within large 
orbiting tetrahedral trusses is described. The thermal environment is 
shown to be an important factor’ in determining the performance of 
spacecraft.High quality microwave performance of the communication system 
depends upon the magnitude of distortions within the reflector support 
truss, and the thermal expansion or contraction of members makes a 
significant contribution to this distortion. The possibility of flexural 
vibration of individual members of the truss arising during entry into,or 
exit from,the earth's shadow is considered.
Individual slender members and the radio frequency reflecting mesh 
cast shadows within the truss .A method for calculating the duration and 
position of such shadowing events is discussed.The effect that shadows 
have upon dhadowee temperatures is determined using computer programs 
written by the author. Situations in which temperature gradients between 
the truss faces exist are highlighted.Such gradients produce bending 
deflections of the truss.
Classical theories are developed to predict the magnitude of 
thermally induced stresses in the adhesive layer of tubular lap joints 
having dissimilar adherends.Tubular joints which contain a transition 
layer are also examined. An appropriately chosen transition layer will 
reduce the adhesive shear stresses by a substantial amount.
Finally, the development of thermally induced stresses and damage 
mechanisms in laminated composite tubes is discussed. The designer must 
be aware of the amount of damage that spacecraft materials will experience 
during the long life missions envisaged for the near future.
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6CHAPTER 1 
Introduction
The cost effectiveness and quality of microwave transmissions 
fron geostationary satellites have made these satellites a popular means 
of providing long distance telephone and television services.Communication 
satellites were developed to overccme problems associated with long 
distance ground based systems. The very short radio waves used are 
'straight line' waves and the ground based system must relay thorn over 
short distances to cope with the earth's curvature .Consequently a large 
number of links are necessary and these induce noise and distortion.The 
number of links is minimised by the use of high altitude satellites which 
have very large coverage areas.In fact,three equally spaced geostationary 
satellites have complete earth coverage .A satellite in geostationary orbit 
travels at an angular velocity equal to that of the earth and so tracking 
systems are not required.Low cost fixed ground antennae can be used.
In the future small, inexpensive and low-powered ground terminals 
will be more readily available for general public use .This will create a 
demand for improved spacecraft radio frequency performance which will lead 
in turn to the use of large space antenna reflectors.
One of the largest space antenna reflectors to be used in 
geostationary orbit (GEO) has been the 9.14m diameter parabolic reflector 
of the Applications Technology Satellite 6 (ATS6 ) - a wrap-rib antenna 
fran Lockheed Space and Missiles Corporation. This large and powerful 
satellite was very successful in demonstrating the feasibility of direct 
broadcast television and many other coimunication technologies,including 
data relay and tracking in conjunction with satellites in low earth 
orbit(LEO),land mobile, ship and aircraft cortmunications,meteorology and 
particle and radiation measurements. ATS6 broadcast health and education 
programnes to countries all over the world during programmed drift 
phases.Thousands of remote and primitive stations recieved high quality 
transmissions .The engineering performance of ATS6 is reported by Wales(l).
A  number of space missions have been proposed incorporating 
reflectors of very large diameter.Thes applications include mobile 
satellite systems ,broadcast satellites,electronic transmission of mail 
and data sharing.
7The development of satellites for use in land mobile communication 
systems is likely to accelerate in the near future. The demand for both 
terrestial and space services is growing rapidly.Ground based mobile radio 
telephone systems are only cost effective in urban areas.The use of such 
services in large rural areas would not be economical.If mobile 
connunication facilities via satellite are not developed it is likely that 
by the turn of the century,even in the developed western nations,a large 
proportion of the population will have inadequate mobile communication 
facilities. Reflectors over 50m in diameter are being proposed for future 
projects such as the Land Mobile Satellite System discussed by Naderi(2).
Large reflectors require packaging to a smaller size for launch. 
Many methods have been developed to package and deploy such reflectors. 
Large reflectors may be subdivided into the following classes:
(a) Synchronously deployable
(b) Sequentially deployable
(c) Deployable modules with part assembly
(d) Erectable
(e) Space fabricated and assembled
The characteristics of each of these classes of large reflectors and 
the particulars of individual company designs are summarised in Tables 1.1 
and 1.2.Details of the individual designs are given in references (3) to 
(5).
Garrett and Ferebee (6) and Andersen and Garrett (7) have compared 
the attributes of several ' large antenna concepts.The most promising 
concepts are:
(a) Box Truss (Martin Marietta Denver Aerospace)
(b) Tetrahedral Truss (General Dynamics Convair)
(c) Hoop-Column Antenna (Harris Corporation)
The truss systems have a number of very favourable 
attributes, namely:
(a) High structural strength and stiffness due to the truss depth.
(b) The number of nodal joints which provide ideal locations
for mounting subsystems.
(c) Easy division of the truss into modules if more than one
Shuttle flight is needed.
8(d) High degree of redundancy, minimising the effect of single 
member failure.
The tetrahedral truss reflector was chosen as the structure to be 
analysed in this research.The truss may be constructed on Earth and 
deployed in GEO in an automatic synchronous manner ,or alternatively, if 
the Space Shuttle is used, deployable modules or individual members of the 
truss may be transported to LEO, where the truss is assembled by
astronauts or robotic devices, before the journey to GEO.
Truss systems for use in space are receiving a good deal of
attention at present.The tetrahedral and box trusses are the subject of 
the Scaled Truss Antenna Structures Experiment Program (STASEP) described 
by Lee (8 ). This program aims to develop subscale trusses to be flown on 
the Shuttle in an attempt to gain much needed analysis,simulation,ground 
testing and in-orbit performance information before the very large 
full-scale satellites ocme into use within the next ten years .Further
evidence of activity in this area is another N.A.S.A. experiment,the
Assembly Concept for the Construction of Erectable Space
Structures (ACCESS). Bradley and Foss (9) outline the thermal design of
this experimental truss which was constructed by astronauts on a recent 
Shuttle mission. The astronauts were able to construct the truss in LEO 
with suprising ease and speed.
The tetrahedral truss supports a woven metallic mesh which reflects
the radio frequency waves.The material used in the truss support structure
is lightweight, high modulus, low thermal expansion carbon reinforced 
plastic (CFRP) .This material is chosen as it is the one most likely to be 
able to meet the very small surface accuracy tolerances necessary for the 
high quality transmission of microwaves.
A  large satellite, in addition to the large ref lector, would contain 
the spacecraft bus,L-shaped feed mast, feed array, solar arrays and control 
system.A 3-section view of such a spacecraft is shown in figure 1.1. This 
100-metre offset antenna system, which might be used for surveillance and 
reconnaissance, is the focus of a research program initiated by the Air 
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories and outlined by Heohne (10) .A land 
mobile satellite wall also contain a second, smaller,S-band
ref lector. Mobile users communicate with the satellite via the large UHF
9reflector .The S-band reflector provides ccmmunication between the 
spacecraft and the base stations which are the interface between the LMSS 
and the wireline network.
The complete design and analysis of a large space antenna system 
involves several disciplines,requiring the skills of eclectrical, 
mechanical and structural engineers.The role of the structural engineer is 
to ensure that the structure is capable of withstanding all possible load 
conditions without failure, to minimise deviations from the perfect 
geometry and so ensure high-quality electrical performance,to produce a 
minimum mass and minimum packaged volume for low cost transportation, and 
to devise very reliable methods for the deployment or construction of the 
satellite in space.
Ground testing is a difficult task due to the large sizes of the 
structures under consideration and the effects of differences between the 
ground and orbital environments .Accordingly, mathematical models have to be 
developed to study structural behaviour.Knowledge of the types and 
magnitudes of the loads experienced by the structure throughout its life 
(which includes periods on the ground,being launched and deployed, and in 
orbit) comes from information gathered during the development of previous 
satellites and during special flight experiments.These loads are described 
in Chapter 2, together with general design considerations for large space 
antenna systems.
The thermal environment has been a significant contributor to the 
magnitude of stresses and displacements in many spacecraft structures. 
Satellites of the future will be much larger and more flexible than those 
of the past. Determining the temperature distribution and structural 
response of trusses with thousands of members represents a new challenge 
to the aerospace engineer. Techniques developed to deduce the satellite 
thermal and associated structural behaviour would have widespread 
applicability.The effects of the thermal environment on the spacecraft are 
the subjects of Chapters 3 to 6 .
Conclusions drawn from the project and recanmendations for future 
work are presented in Chapter 7.
In each chapter previous work by researchers in the field of 
interest is described.
TABLE 1.1 CLASSES OF REFLECTORS
CLASSES RELEASE FROM 
STOWED CONFIGURATION
LAUNCH
VEHICLE i
ORBIT
TRANSFER
METHOD ORBIT VEHICLE
SYNCHRONOUSLY
DEPLOYABLE
SIMULTANEOUS 
DEPLOYMENT 
OF ALL 
STRUCTURAL 
ELEMENTS
GEO SPACE SHUTTLE I US
ARIANE
LEO SPACE SHUTTLE LOW-THRUST
SEQUENTIALLY
DEPLOYABLE
JOINED 
ELEMENTS OR 
MODULES 
UNFOLDED IN- 
SEQUENCE BY 
ROBOTIC 
DEVICES
LEO SPACE SHUTTLE LOW-THRUST
DEPLOYABLE 
MODULES 
WITH PART 
ASSEMBLY
MODULES ARE 
DEPLOYED 
AND THEN 
JOINED 
TOGETHER BY 
EVA OR RMS
LEO SPACE SHUTTLE LOW-THRUST
ERECTABLE ELEMENTS OF
STRUCTURE
ARE
ASSEMBLED 
BY EVA OR 
AEM TO FORM 
STRUCTURE
LEO SPACE SHUTTLE LOW-THRUST
SPACE
FABRICATED
AND
ASSEMBLED
MEMBERS 
FABRICATED 
IN ORBIT 
FROM EARTH'S 
RAW
MATERIALS
LEO SPACE SHUTTLE LOW-THRUST
CLASSES CONCEPTS COMPANY DESIGNS
Multiple
Continuum
TRW Advanced Sunflower Precision 
Deployable Antenna
Structures Lockheed High-Frequency Radial-Rib Antenna
Structures LMSC Wrap-Rib Antenna
Synchronously
Deployable
Membranes and JPL Radial-Rib Antenna
Stringers
Harris Corporation Radial-Rib Antenna
Harris Corporation Hoop and Column Antenna
Truss
Structures 
Supporting a 
Woven Metallic 
Mesh Reflector
GDC Paraboloidal Extendable Truss Antenna 
(PETA)
Inflatable
Structures
Contraves Inflatable Space-Rigidised 
Structures (ISRC)
Electrostatically 
Figured Membrane 
Reflectors 
(EFMR)
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
EFMR
Spin-Stiffened
Membrane
Antennae
LMSC Spin-Stiffened Membrane Reflector
Sequentially
Sequentially
Deploying
Precision
Reflectors
ARC Sequentially Deployed Precision 
Reflector
Deployable Sequentially 
Deploying Mesh 
Reflectors
ARC Sequentially Deploying Truss with 
Expandable Mesh RF Reflector
Martin Marietta Expandable Box Truss 
Antenna
LMSC Deployable Module Concept
Deployable 
Modules 
with Part 
Assembly
GDC Deployable Cell Module (OCM)
GDC MOD-PETA Concept
GDC Modular Extendable Truss Antenna 
(META)
Erectable NASA Tapered Nestable Column Concept
Space
Fabricated and 
Assembled
Marshall Space Flight Center-Grumman 
Beam Builder
TABLE 1.2 COMPANY REFLECTOR DESIGNS
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CHAPTER 2
Large Space Antenna System Design Considerations:
A  Review
A  successful spacecraft design must consider the following:
(i) Radio frequency performance
(ii) Construction materials
(iii) Fabrication errors
(iv) Cure
(v) Moisture absorption
(vi) Testing
(vii) Package Weight and Volume
(viii) Launch
(ix) Orbital transfer loads
(x) Deployment
(xi) Operational environment
(xii) Attitude control
In the discussion of these factors particular reference is made to 
the tetrahedral truss configuration.
2.1 Radio Frequency Performance
2.1.1 Effects of Structural Displacements
An offset reflector is specified for Land Mobile Satellite 
System(LMSS) missions,to minimise blockage of the electrical field of view 
by the feed mast .Centre fed and offset fed reflectors are illustrated in 
figure 2.1
The structural engineer must minimise the deviations of the 
reflecting surface and the feed mast frcm the perfect geometry.The 
deviations may arise as a result of fabrication errors, attitude control 
errors or environmental loads.
The required surface accuracy of the reflector is specified in terms 
of the root mean square (rms) deviation from the best fit paraboloid.
The analyst must predict the displacements of the reflecting surface
14
at a number of orbital positions and in each case determine the rms 
deviation of the actual reflecting surface frcm this best fit surface. 
The best fit paraboloid is defined as the paraboloid that minimises the 
m s  deviation.
The root mean square (rms) deviation is
. 0 -= [ lZ (c lj )2l 
n i=1
vhere dj are the deviations of n chosen points on the distorted 
reflector .The deviation dj is 0.5(d-j + d 2) where d^ and d2are as shown in 
figure 2.2.
The reduction in antenna gain die to surface error is found frcm
JQa = exp“(knd)?Gi A
where X is the wavelength of the microwaves and d is the m s  surface
error.
Axial displacements of the feed frcm its correct position cause 
defocussing^and lateral movements result in pointing errors.
The axial displacement tolerance is given by Bernasconi (11) as:
where _X. is a specified fraction of the wavelength
F is the focal length
D is the diameter of the reflector.
The lateral displacement tolerance is:
( fyD) —
2.1.2 Eclipses and the Bower Supply System
The prime power source is solar energy. Solar cells convert this 
energy into electricity which is distributed to the various satellite 
subsystems.The solar cells are also used to charge storage batteries,which 
provide power during eclipses.
Solar eclipses of satellites in geostationary orbit occur during the 
autumnal and vernal equinoxes and last a maximum of 72 minutes.The eclipse
15
begins 23 days prior to the equinox and lasts 46 days .Eclipses of the 
satellite by the moon are rare (once every 29 years).
The weight and associated cost penalty of the large capacity 
batteries, needed to maintain the power supply during the eclipses, may be 
significant.Seme or all of the transponders will have to be out of use 
during the eclipse.The longest eclipse begins at 23:24 hrs and ends at 
0:36 hrs,so at least the loss of transmission occurs outside the peak user 
times .Furthermore, if the satellite is positioned to the west of its 
service area,rather than directly overhead,the eclipse will appear to the 
user to take place later than these times.
2.1.3 Sun Outage
Twelve hours after the satellite is eclipsed by the sun,the sun 
"outage'1 problem occurs.The earth stations,which are pointing at the 
satellite,are then pointing directly at the sun.The randan signals 
generated by the hot sun interfere greatly with satellite
signals .According to Rainger et al (12) "the effect lasts ten minutes for 
a 0.9m antenna on the most affected day". The satellite is seriously 
affected by sun outage for eight days each year.
The problem may be avoided by using two earth stations which 
communicate with two satellites at different longitudes.
2.2 Construction Material
The properties required by the materials used in a large reflector 
support structure are:
(i) Light weight
(ii) High stiffness
(iii) Low thermal expansion
(iv) Good damping properties
(v) High thermal and electrical conductivity
(vi) Fatigue resistance
(vii) Acceptable outgassing in high vacuum
(viii) Acceptable u.v* degradation
16
Advanced composites manufactured from graphite fibre/resin matrix, 
graphite fibre/metal matrix and graphite fibre/glass matrix satisfy these 
requirements .These materials are far superior to conventional aerospace 
materials (such as aluminium and titanium), especially when the main 
structural requirements such as light weight,high stiffness and low 
coefficient of thermal expansion(CTE) are of paramount importance. Light 
weight is essential to minimise transportation costs and high stiffness is 
required for small deflections and high fundamental frequencies. Lew 
thermal expansion is necessary to obtain small thermal distortions.
The most cannon resin matrices which are used with graphite fibres 
are the epoxy, the polyimide and the polyethersulphone polymers .During long 
life missions the brittle nature of epoxy resins may be a problem. 
Composites with tough thermoplastic matrices are the subject of much 
research and development,Youngs (13).It is anticipated that graphite/epoxy 
composites will continue to be used for many space applications during the 
development of advanced thermoplastic composites.
Carbon fibre/polysulphone resin composites manufactured in space 
using a putrusion process followed by a simple heat/chill cycle are 
candidate materials for the truss beams of large space structures.
Thermoplastics have several advantages over thermosets.They have 
shorter cycle times and handle easily. Polysulphone is a low viscosity 
resin which adheres well to carbon fibres. Thermoplastics withstand high 
strain before failure - an attribute which makes them more resistant to 
meteorite impact.
Graphite/magnesium, graphite/aluminium and SiC/aluminium composites 
coribine the most desirable characteristics of resin matrix ccmposites and 
conventional metals.These metal matrix conposites are superior to 
graphite/epoxy due to their high resistance to laser and radiation 
bombardment,excellent thermal and electrical conductivity and negligible 
outgassing characteristics.Their high specific stiffness and low CTE make 
them better suited to space missions than conventional metals.
Prewo et al (14) and Sharp et al (15),have investigated the 
properties of graphite fibre reinforced glass matrix conposites.This 
construction has a near-zero CTE and is impervious to moisture and dryout 
distortion. Graphite/glass exhibits less creep than graphite/epoxy,has
17
excellent resistance to radiation bombardment and is able to operate over 
a wider temperature range.The carbon/glass manufacturing process is still 
under development and one drawback is the very high processing temperature 
required(2000“ F).
Garabotti et al(16),advocate a hybrid composite containing graphite 
and glass fibres in a resin matrix, for situations in which a near-zero 
CTE is required;however,the achievement of such a low CTE would be at the 
expense of both stiffness and density.The tubes produced would contain 
unidirectional glass and graphite fibres in a thermoplastic resin.In this 
pultruded hybrid composite the positive CTEs of the glass fibres and resin 
matrix would balance the negative CTE of the graphite fibre.They effected 
near-zero CTE values using a composite rod with 13 per cent E-glass ,44 per 
cent HMS graphite and 43 per cent P1700 (polysulphone) resin.
Resin matrix composites continue to be the most favoured material 
for space structure systems as they have now reached a mature stage of 
development.
2.3 Fabrication errors
Fabrication errors influence:
(i) The surface accuracy of the reflecting surface
(ii) The structural performance of the reflector configuration
Hedgepeth (17) ,has identified the errors influencing structural
performance as:
(i)Initial member out-of-straightness due to non-uniformity of 
material properties or curing temperatures.The out-of-straightness affects 
the member axial stiffness.
(ii)Loads induced in the structure assembled frcm members with 
length imperfections.
Hedgepeth predicted the rms member load. P rms due to length 
imperfections using a continuum analysis.He found that
P rms = -OtE-A .
S3
where cr is the rms unit member length error.
The surface accuracy requirement for many large antenna reflectors
18
is sufficiently stringent to demand a rms unit member length imperfection 
of less than 0.00001.This fabrication error should be achieved with 
careful tooling.
The loads experienced by a structure in space are very much smaller 
than those experienced by an earth structure and members are therefore 
designed to be much more slender.Internal loads induced by fabrication 
errors are a significant consideration in the determination of the maximum 
allowable slenderness ratio.
Hedgepeth (18) ,also used a continuum analysis to deduce the 
influence of fabrication errors on the surface accuracy of large antenna 
structures of various configurations .For a circular shallow tetrahedral 
truss with a free unreinforced rim:
&ED0S.= 0,119(1)0'
D H
Hedgepeth showed that the tetrahedral truss is a very low error 
configuration in comparison to the geodesic done, radial-rib or 
pretensioned truss configurations.
Greene (19) found that Hedgepeth's results were only applicable to 
truss antennas with a large number of rings (ie members). Greene used a 
finite element procedure to investigate the effect of random member length 
errors on the surface accuracy, the defocus and the residual internal loads 
of tetrahedral truss antenna reflectors.He concluded that increasing the 
number of rings in a truss of given diameter decreases considerably the 
relative surface error and antenna defocus,and increases the residual 
member forces.Greene found that a ratio of core member length to face 
member length of 1.4 minimised the surface error .Member axial stiffness 
and antenna focal length were shown to be of little significance in 
determining reflector surface accuracy.
The tetrahedral truss may support solid panels which are connected 
directly to the truss joints or alternatively tension cables may support a 
woven metallic reflecting mesh a small distance above the truss.If flat 
panels or mesh facets are used, the paraboloidal shape will only be 
approximated.Fbr equilateral triangular facets,the length of the facet 
side, 1, is selected to meet a specified surface accuracy t d rms , given by 
Card and Jensen (20) as:
19
1 - 7.872/drms F
vhere F is the focal length of the reflector.
Fichter (21) has suggested that flat facets should be replaced with 
membrane facets having optimal edge curvatures in order to reduce the rms 
error or to enable the use of larger facets and fewer,although
curved,structural members.
2.4 Cure
The stress-free temperature of a fibre-matrix composite is often 
defined as the cure-initiation temperature and is lower than the normal 
cure temperature. Even so the stress-free temperature is usually well 
above room temperature and very much higher than the cold temperatures, 
experienced by the satellite in the earth's shadow.
During the cool down from the stress-free temperature,stresses are
introduced into the composite as a result of the mismatch between fibre
and matrix coefficients of expansion and also,on the laminate level,as a 
consequence of the different ply expansion characteristics.
The temperature induced fibre-matrix interface stresses may be large 
enough to cause local microcracking.
The thermally induced lamination stresses may approach the 
transverse strength value of same plies, causing cracking of these plies to 
occur.It is also possible that sufficiently large interlaiminar shear 
stresses will be developed to bring about ply separation.
Residual stresses could be reduced by the development of composites 
with lower stress-free temperatures.
Thermally induced stresses in tubular lap joints are discussed in
detail in Chapter 5 and the effects of thermal cycling and microcracking 
in Chapter 6.
2.5 Moisture Absorption
The ease with which epoxy resins absorb and desorb appreciable 
quantities of moisture aggrevates the designer's attempts to control both 
the dimensions and weight of spacecraft structures.
20
Absorbed moisture adversely affects the performance of 
graphite-epoxy composites through matrix plasticisation and imicrocrackirg. 
Matrix plasticisation reduces the glass transition and heat distortion 
temperatures.Those mechanical properties most dependent on resin 
performance will be degraded at high temperatures .Microcracking occurs as 
a consequence of the mismatch of fibre and matrix moisture expansion 
coefficients.
The satellite may be stored prior to launch for a year or more and 
during that time an increase in weight of 0.5 to 1.5 per cent is likely. In 
space the desorption of this moisture produces significant dimensional 
changes in structural components.Kirlin and Pynchon (22) found that dryout 
in tire vacuum of space from a 50 per cent relative humidity level during 
ground storage^was equivalent,in terms of structural distortion,to a 200°F 
temperature change in the tubes and a 90°F temperature change in the 
joints of a graphite/epoxy truss structure.Hertz (23) has shown that 
metallic moisture barriers may be used to reduce the dimensional change 
problem.
2.6 Testing
The balance between analysis and test in the determination of 
structural behaviour has been greatly influenced by the development of 
finite element methods.lt is still true,however,that a structural finite 
element model is, despite all efforts at including as many characteristics 
of the structure as possible,a simplified representation of the actual 
structure and ideally the engineer would like to verify the results 
obtained from a finite element analysis by comparison with experimental 
results.In the field of large structures in space this approach is made 
difficult by the large size of the structures envisaged and the effects of 
differences in ground and orbital environments.
On earth,vibrating structures are subject to appreciable damping 
from aerodynamic drag and/or acoustic radiation. In the near vacuum 
conditions of space,the only damping present is internal damping in the 
structural material,structural joint friction or active control.
Hanks and Pinson (24) have summarised the problems faced in testing
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large space structures .They found that "very large space structures may 
greatly magnify the effects of differences in ground and orbital 
environments",and illustrate this problem by seme simple examples:
Ci)In the ground testing of a deploying truss{of the tetrahedral 
type) the upward motion of the top face members is resisted and the 
downward motion of the bottom face members is assisted.The deployment 
process in space would not be subject to such gravity loading.
(ii)The sag of a truss member due to gravity reduces its axial 
stiffness. The structural stiffness of the truss in orbit should be 
greater than the stiffness exhibited during ground testing.
(iii) The dead weight hanging on a joint can change the joint 
behaviour. In a vertically hanging truss the joints are subject to a 
static load proportional to the weight of the underlying structure .The 
load-de flection behaviour of pinned joints is nonlinear .Joint stiffness 
increases with load.In the space environment the joints are subject to 
much smaller loads and the structural stiffness will be reduced.
(iv) A  test procedure which might be used to simulate space 
conditions is one in which the truss is suspended in pendulum-type 
horizontal motion. The object is to achieve "zero gravity" in a plane 
parallel to the ground. Unfortunately,it is difficult to avoid producing 
the pendulum node of the truss swinging on the cables unless very long 
cables are used and even then one has to deal with the consequences of low 
cable lateral vibration frequencies.
(v)In tests allowing vertical motion the test structure may be 
suspended on soft springs. The natural frequency of the structure 
oscillating as a rigid body on the springs must be less than a quarter of 
the first flexible body mode of the structure.In order to achieve this 
requirement very soft springs would be needed and these may stretch as 
much as 60m.
Ground testing is frought with such difficulties and so the 
following alternatives are receiving considerable attention:
(a) Special facilities in which the undesirable ground effects are 
removed,eg .vacuum chambers, "drop tests", zero-g aircraft flights;
(b) Special tests on small scale models and subassemblies
(c) Mathematical models
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(d) Orbital flight tests
2.7 Package Weight and Volume Considerations
A  satellite of the land Mobile Satellite System(LMSS) in addition to 
the large ref lector, would contain the spacecraft bus, L-shaped feed mast, 
feed array,solar arrays,control system,S-band reflector and orbital 
transfer vehicle.The transportation of such a system to its geostationary 
orbit is likely to require more than one Shuttle flight as the current 
lift capablity of the Shuttle is 29483kg.Each flight consignment would be 
integrated into the satellite structure by astronauts undertaking extra 
vehicular activity(EVA).
There are prospects that the lift capability of the Shuttle will 
increase to 34 tonnes within the next two years and a future Shuttle may 
well lift 45 tonnes to low Earth orbit.
Automatically deployable structures requiring only one Shuttle 
flight would be transported from Low Earth Orbit (LED) to Geosynchronous 
Equatorial Orbit(GEO) in their packaged state by the Inertial Upper Stage 
(IUS) or in the future more advanced upper stages (all of which would be 
housed in the Shuttle cargo bay for the trip frcm Earth to LEO) .The 
present IUS has the capacity to transport 2300kg to GEO.The package cross 
section must be such that its greatest width does not exceed the 4.27m 
diameter of the Shuttle cargo bay.The cargo bay is 18.3m in length. In 1981 
the average unit costs for Shuttle payloads wore about $106000/m3and 
$1100/kg.
An alternative to transport by the Shuttle and an upper stage is the 
European Space rocket ARIANE,which at present lifts 2000kg to GEO.Prance 
has proposed a new engine for ARIANE.This launcher would be flying by 
1995-96 and would lift 15 tonnes to low earth orbit and 8 tonnes to 
geostationary transfer orbit .With ARIANE the largest diameter available is 
3m and this is usable over a length of 4m.
A  successful truss design should minimise both the mass and the 
package cross sectional area of the truss.
Heard et al (25) have shown that very lightweight structures are 
feasible for both deployable and erectable( nestable tube) truss
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systems.The erectable system packages very much more efficiently than the 
deployable system.When high member stiffness is required and consequently 
greater member diameters, deployable packages became volume limited .The 
members of erectable trusses are stored one inside another(like paper 
cups) and do not suffer from volume limitations to the same extent as 
deployable trusses.
2.8 Launch
The spacecraft packaged within the launch vehicle is subject to 
dynamic forces from the turbulent rocket engine exhaust during launch and 
from a variety of aerodynamic sources while passing through the 
atmosphere.
Shock is experienced during the starting of launch vehicle engines, 
when the rocket leaves the launch pad and when motors used during staging 
are started.
The antenna structure must withstand these loads,the scale of which 
is a product of the launch vehicle type and the design of the satellite.
It is usually a fairly simple matter to ensure an adequate natural 
frequency of the packaged spacecraft.Bracing can be incorporated if 
necessary.
2.9 Orbit Transfer
Automatically deploying satellites bound for geostationary orbit may 
be transported there in a packaged state by the following methods;
(i) Shuttle to LEO and two further rocket stages to C$0.The perigree 
stage puts the satellite into transfer orbit.The apogee boost motor 
achieves the circularisation of the transfer orbit.
(ii) The three-stage ARIANE launcher releases satellites into a 
transfer orbit and then only the apogee boost motor is needed to achieve 
GEO.
An alternative to automatically deploying a large satellite at 
geostationary altitude is to deploy or erect the satellite in LEO (using 
Shuttle facilities) and then transfer the structure to GEO using a low
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thrust propulsion system. Low thrust is necessary to reduce the forces 
acting on the flexible lightweight satellite structures.Two possible 
propulsion systems for this task are:
('i) Low thrust chemical propulsion systems.
(ii) Electric propulsion
Low thrust chemical propulsion systems use energy stored within the 
propellants to create thrust.Chemical rocket technology has reached a high 
level of maturity.In comparison with electric propulsion systems,chemical 
rockets have a relatively high thrust (and short flight times) but a low 
specific impulse, which leads to large propellant requirements.The cost of 
transporting this propellant to LEO would be considerable.
Electrical propulsion systems use electrical energy to accelerate a 
propellant to a high velocity, creating thrust.These systems, with a readily 
available source of external energy, have high specific impulses and 
require less propellant to perform a mission than a chemical rocket.
The loads induced in truss members during orbital transfer of 
structures erected or deployed in LEO may be significant. In many cases 
orbit transfer loads may be the most critical design requirement.
The engine locations are very important factors in determining the 
scale of loads within the structure. If the propulsion system were 
distributed in such a manner that loads were applied in proportion to the 
mass distribution of the structure, then the stresses arising would be 
very nearly zero, whatever the thrust, and the truss wrould accelerate 
through space as a rigid body, without any elastic deformation.
Bush et al (26) have developed formulae for calculating member loads 
for various engine locations.
2.10 Deployment
Deployable stuctures must exhibit efficient compaction,very reliable 
unfurling and structural accuracy upon deployment.The release of energy 
during deployment must be small enough to prevent any structural damage or 
deformation. In many cases restrained deployment will be necessary.
Mikulas and Bush (27) have stated that to synchronously deploy a 
large curved truss requires the use of actuator/ synchronisation
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mechanisms at each node.Bush et al (28) , describe the strut synchroniser 
design features in detail. Dampers control the release of deployment energy 
frcm springs at each node and so determine the deployment
velocity .Actuator links control the positioning of face and core members 
during deployment.
Stoll (29) has studied the factors affecting deployment ease, 
canpactability and the truss dynamic behaviour.
Deployment ease is dependent upon the structure geometry, joint 
friction,manufacturing tolerances and methods of deployment.
Gampactability increases with mobility, ie the use of separate links 
or detachable joints.It must be noted that as canpactability increases, 
ease of deployment decreases.
Deployable truss structures contain a large number of joints 
distributed throughout the configuration. This may make reliable deployment 
more difficult, but it does favour control of the truss dynamic behaviour 
through rigidising same joints and the use of joints with desirable 
damping characteristics.
2.11 Space Environment
The space environment is hostile and has many problems unrelated to 
those which are associated with earth.These problems are:
2.11.1 Vacuum
Atmospheric density decreases with altitude and at <$0 a vacuum is 
very nearly achieved.Vacuum has a number of deleterious effects. These 
include changes in material strength/ineffectiveness of conventional fluid 
lubrication, cold welding of bearing surf aces, the build up of internal 
pressure in closed elements,and moisture desorption and outgassing from 
polymer composites.
Outgassing could be a problem in some polymer composites, especially 
during long life missions.Materials with sufficiently high vapour pressure 
will experience the movement of molecules away from their surf ace. This 
results in a degradation of properties and also contamination of other
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spacecraft surfaces .Warn,organic adhesives ,paints and insulators are 
subject to considerable outgassing.
2.11.2 Contamination
Material outgassing,thruster efflux and shuttle glow produce 
spacecraft contamination.
Outgassing products condense on thermal radiators,low temperature 
sensors and solar cells,changing optical properties and so giving rise to 
warmer structural temperatures and degraded optical sensors.
Cold or environmentally charged surfaces attract outgassing 
products.
A  small proportion of chemical thruster products reach the 
spacecraft surf ace. The aluminium used in solid thrusters to prevent 
unstable burning may form aluminium oxide during combustion and then fall 
on the spacecraft.
Kirlgpatrick et al(30) discuss Shuttle glow. This is a "diffuse 
subvisual layer of enhanced luminosity on the leading edges of the 
vertical tail and aft engine pods".The intense glow is serious enough to 
interfere with optical sensors.
Kirkpatrick et al suggest three ways to control contamination:
(i) Provide materials with low outgassing rates
(ii) Direct flow away from sensitive areas of the spacecraft
(iii) Use sacrificial cold plates to trap contamination.
2.11.3 Radiation
Radiation may be experienced in the Van Allen radiation belts,from 
solar radiation,cosmic rays and the solar flare.
Ionised particles can greatly affect the performance of organic 
material s. Radiation causes matrix embrittlement which leads to a much 
higher density of microcracks in the composite after thermal cycling.Even 
low radiation doses cause significant microcracking ,as reported by Tenney 
et al (31). Radiation may also degrade mechanical and optical properties 
through such actions as outgassing,shrinkage,cracking , pitting and
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discolouration.
With new and improved solar cell design and protection the effects 
of electron bombardment are being reduced.
2.11.4 Meteoroids
Kirkpatrick et al list predicted meteoroid impacts per year for 
various particle masses as follows:
o
Particle Mass (grams) Impacts/m year
10-10 310.7
10 "6 39.1
10"6 1.6
10" k 5.93 xlO" 3
.10'3 3.63 xl0"h
10“2 2.22 xlO"^
10 8.34 xl0~8
These impacts produce small craters
surfaces.They may destroy strings of solar cells limiting the available 
power, reduce the reflectance of solar thermal dynamic ref lectors, damage 
thermal coatings or puncture a radiator.
Meteoroid impact damage can be prevented by:
(i) The use of protective bumpers and shields
(ii) Designing surfaces to allow for degradation
(iii) Designing surfaces that may be maintained or replaced.
2.11.5 Man-made Space Debris
As noted by Bleazard (32), man-made space debris includes 
nuts,bolts,apogee motors,intermediate-stage rockets and complete
satellites.
Ten to fifteen thousand objects with diameters greater than 4am are 
predicted to be in earth orbit with the majority below an altitude of 
2000km? the greatest density at 800km.
Kirkpatrick has listed predicted debris impacts per year for various 
object sizes:
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Object Mass (grams) Impacts/m -year
2
■10-10 240.3
h-1 O i GO 5.85
10“ 6 0.14
10“ 4 3.47 xl0‘3
10-3 5.42 xlO'4
10“'2 8.46 xlO5
1.0 2.06 xlO'6
The kinetic energy of space debris is typically greater than that of 
equal size meteoroids and hence the impact damage is greater.
The methods used to cope with impact damage frcm natural debris 
would be used in the case of man-made debris.It is also good practice to 
keep enough thruster fuel in reserve to push obselete satellites into 
harmless orbits.
2.11.6 Interaction with the Earth1s Magnetic Field
The chief concern here is with the interaction between the earth's 
magnetic field and magnetic fields induced by current flows in 
satellites.Induced electric fields due to the velocity of the spacecraft 
through a varying magnetic field are generally not a serious problem.
Seme attempt must be made to cancel magnetic fields induced by 
current flows in the satellite(ie by laying out circuits in a serpentine 
fashion).Large current loops of diameter D whose plane is parallel to the 
earth's magnetic field of intensity B experience a torque
M = ttD 2I B
about an axis perpendicular to the magnetic field and tangent to the 
current loop.
In spacecraft in which a large number of solar arrays with
accompanying circuitry are present, it is possible that the torques 
produced by each blanket ,might, in combination, produce a significant 
overturning moment.
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2.11.7 Atmospheric Drag
Atmospheric drag may be a problem for large lightweight structures 
while they are being constructed in LEO, especially structures with large 
solid Surfaces.These solid surfaces may include precision reflecting 
surfaces,solar arrays and/or thermal radiators. At altitudes above 650km 
the drag force decreases rapidly.
The pressure normal to the surface is
P = 1/2 jo v Cn sin^a
where: /o is the atmospheric density
v is the orbital velocity
Cn is the normal force coefficient2.5)
a is the angle of attack
For a synmetrical reflector the resulting moment due to aerodynamic 
pressure is in the pitch direction.
An offset reflector which is planar symmetric rather than 
axisymnetric will experience moments in both pitch and roll directions.
The pitch,roll and yaw axes of an orbiting truss are illustrated in 
figure 2.3
2.11.8 Solar pressure
Solar pressure results from the change in momentum that arises when 
photons of light energy strike an intercepting surface.
If the angle between the sun line and the surface normal is O', then 
the quantity of energy striking a flat surface of area A  in time t is 
E = q t A  cos ©•
From Einstein's mass-energy relation 
E = m  c^
V m e -  g A  c o s  &
t c
Now the pressure due to incident solar radiation (in the flux
direction) is
Pi = m  c cos0 = q cos &
A t c
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The solar pressure due to specular reflection is 
2
(Pr)s = R q  cos ©/c
where R is the surface reflectivity
For diffuse reflection
(Pr)d = 2/3 R q cos20/c
A pressure frcm emission will also be present if one side of the
plate is insulated.
With no insulation the total pressure is simply the sum of the
incident and reflected pressures,ie
2
P = (1 + R) a. cos 0  specular reflection 
c 2
or P * (3 + 2R) g cos 0  diffuse reflection.
The speed of light c is 2.997925*1C$m/s.
At the Earth's distance frcm the sun q = 1390 w/m 
q/c = 4.64x10~^N/m2
This solar pressure will produce overturning moments when it acts on 
any solid surfaces of a satellite.A mesh reflector will result in 
negligible overturning moments.
2.11.9 Gravity Gradient
Points in a large space structure which lie in the orbital path of 
the structure's centre of gravity experience a balance of centripetal and 
centrifugal forces and have no net acceleration. At other points in the 
structure small net accelerations occur and these result in a gravity 
gradient which is a significant source of disturbing torque.
Consider an element of mass,m,situated within an orbiting truss. If 
the distance between the element and the spacecraft centre of mass (in the 
direction of the Earth's centre) is denoted by z and the spacecraft orbits 
the earth at an angular velocity of w,then the force on the element is 
F = 3 m  w 2z.
This force acts toward the Earth.
By correct alignment of the structure's principal axes the gravity 
gradient can be used to resist disturbing moments.
Mikulas et al (33) have developed formulae to compute the load in 
truss members due to the gravity gradient.
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2.11.10 Thermal Conditions
Spacecraft interaction with the thermal environment of space has 
induced undesirable phenomenon on a number of missions.The most notable of 
these occurred in the late sixties during the low earth orbit flight of 
the OGO-IV satellite.Frisch (34) discusses this event in detail.A sixty 
foot long open section cylinder,used as an electric probe, vibrated at a 
high frequency (near the beam natural frequency) with an amplitude of 
twenty feet at the beam tip.The vibration took place only in sunlight and 
was damped quickly during eclipse.Frisch found that the problem arose due 
to the low torsional rigidity of the beam and suggested the cure of 
zippering the open-section cylinder.
In more recent times, thermal conditions induced curl of a solar 
array(31x4 metres) flown on STS 41D (see Kirkpatrick et al (30)). The 
curl, which amounted to 11 per cent of the array width, took place during 
solar eclipses and the array returned to a flat state ten minutes after 
leaving darkness.The Space Station would require at least a dozen similar 
arrays.The curl may prise loose the flat solar cells and would also be a 
problem in other structures comprised of flat surfaces or requiring 
accurate pointing.
Thermal strains will affect the structural performance and the 
surface accuracy of tetrahedral truss reflectors.
The solar power flux near the Earth is approximately 1.4 kw/m 2 . 
Surfaces illuminated by this flux are subject to a considerable input of 
heat,while those surfaces in shadow simply radiate to the 4°K heat sink of 
space.Earth radiation and albedo contribute to the heating of a spacecraft 
more significantly in LED than in GEO.On-board heat sources will be 
present.Spacecraft will be subject to eclipse and thermal shock which may 
result in some vibration.
The large size of the structures, together with the problems of 
varying member orientation with respect to the solar vector, and shadowing 
of members by up-sun members and reflecting mesh, make the thermal 
analysis of orbiting trusses a considerable challenge.
Research is needed to determine advanced composite material
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properties over the large temperature range found in orbit.
Thermo-structural analysis of large orbiting trusses is discussed in 
detail in the remaining chapters.
2.11.11 Spacecraft Induced Loading
As the loads acting on space structures are small in comparison to 
those experienced by an earth structure,it might be concluded that space 
structures need not be as stiff as earth structures. Indeed, structural 
engineers will want to take advantage of the light space loading to design 
minimum mass structures which will necessarily have high span to depth 
ratios. However, although the amplitude of applied forces may be low it is 
essential to consider whether impact or fast frequency loading is being 
applied, as this may effect the response of the structure.Forces which 
will cause significant dynamic response are mainly spacecraft induced,eg 
disturbances from the attitude control system,on-board cooling systems,and 
movement of solar panels and communication antennae .Most of the 
environmental disturbances vary sufficiently slowly with time to be 
considered as static loading, with the exception of meteoroid impact and 
thermal shock.The vibrations arising from dynamic loading may result in 
serious pointing and focussing errors.
The likelihood of structural interaction with the control system and 
external disturbances must be minimised by ensuring adequate truss and 
member fundamental frequencies. In addition,a sufficient separation must 
exist between member fundamental frequencies and the truss fundamental 
frequency.
2.12 Attitude Control
The attitude stabilisation of satellites is necessary to ensure the 
accurate pointing of microwave antennas toward earth stations and of solar 
arrays toward the sun.
Three-axis stabilisation is preferred to spin-stabilisation when 
satellites with several antennas and flat solar arrays are to be 
controlled.Spin-stabilisation is used in cases when the satellite is 
cylindrically symmetrical, the solar arrays are cylindrical and the 
antennas are grouped in a simple manner.
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The spacecraft's principal inertial axes should coincide with the 
yaw,roll and pitch axes.
An attitude control system must detect pointing error,apply a moment 
to correct the error and modify the rronent in response to the error.
Horizon sensors that descriminate between the infrared heat emission 
of the earth and the cold of space are used to detect angular movement 
about the roll and pitch axes.
Sun-tracking sensors or gyroscopes are used to discover the 
magnitude of any angular motion about the yaw axis.
Sun sensors are also used to ensure optimum use of solar energy by 
solar arrays.
The methods for applying a control moment include:
(i) Expelled Mass
Four control jets at equal spacings around the reflector perimeter, 
provide a long term moment about the pitch or roll axes of
M e = Q m  Isp...D- 
4tm
where G is the acceleration of gravity
m  is the expelled mass
Isp is the specific impulse
D is the reflector diameter
tm is the mission duration
Every time they are used, control jets expel mass.Today's chemical 
propulsion systems,with specific inpulses typically of the order of 200 
seconds, require very large quantities of fuel for long life 
missions.Indeed,the weight of fuel necessary for longer missions may be 
prohibitive. The expellant mass needed may drop considerably,to only a 
small fraction of the spacecraft weight,if solar-electric control jets are 
developed.lt is hoped that these systems will have specific inpulses as 
high as 10,000 seconds.
(ii) Stored Angular Momentum
The average long-term restoring moment provide! by a momentum 
flywheel is
IVfor = r mw /JEL 
^ /o
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Graphite composites with excellent material properties (high 
allowable material stress (d) and low density Co)) are used. Efowever, the 
wheel radius r and mass mw must be very large for this system to be as 
efficient as the expelled mass system.
Momentum wheels require periodic 'dumping' in order that the 
attitude control system can be returned to its central control 
position.The primary angular momentum is adjusted by a pair of thrusters .
(iii) Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMG)
Cbntrol moment gyroscopes are a well developed technology for 
attitude control of spacecraft.Constant speed flywheels mounted through 
gimbals to the spacecraft are the basis of the system.The flywheel spin 
axis is tilted relative to the spacecraft by torque motors and the 
resulting gyroscopic moments are transferred to the spacecraft through the 
gimbal bearings.
(iv) Gravity Gradient
Gravity gradient applies a moment to a spacecraft which forces the 
axis with least moment of inertia to adopt the local vertical 
direction.This gravity gradient torque may be used to ensure that the 
satellite reflector points accurately at all times .Appropriate masses can 
be added so that the pointing axis is the axis of least moment of inertia.
The gravitational torque about the y-axis of the structure shown in 
figure 2.4 is
2
Ty = 1.5 w  (Ix - Iz) sin 20-
where w  is the angular speed of rotation of the satellite about the
Earth
Ix,z are the second moments of area about the x and z axes.
0- is the angle between the local vertical and the z-axis of the 
structure.
It can be seen that gravity gradient attitude control is a very 
attractive method of control for large diameter reflector structures as 
the control moment is in this case proportional to the fourth power of the 
diameter.
(v) Aerodynamic Pressure
Atmospheric drag may only be useful as a source of control moment at 
altitudes less than 1000km. The dominant overturning moment at these
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altitudes is about the pitch axis and is due to atmospheric drag. Pitch 
moments may be controlled by providing control surfaces of the appropriate 
size. Much smaller control surfaces would be necessary to control roll 
and yaw overturning moments.
(vi) Solar Radiation Pressure
Solar radiation pressure control surfaces may be used to provide a 
torque to balance any applied torque on the spacecraft.This is done by 
attaching panels to the reflector as shown in figure 2.5. The panels are 
set at * different angles so that it is then possible to easily vary the 
control moment. Here the force due to solar pressure on the left hand 
surface is
2
F = ps Ac cos
and on the right hand surface is zero.The control moment produced is 
2
M - cos ps Ac D
The control moment is proportional to the diameter of the reflector 
in this case.
The lever arm of the control surface can be increased to apply a 
greater moment but this is done at the expense of added weight and 
complexity.
(vii) Magnetic Loop Controllers (MLC)
Large space structures may enclose current loops of sufficient 
diameter to produce a considerable control moment, as given by the equation 
of section 2.11.6 ,provided that the current loops are in a plane parallel 
to the earth1 s magnetic field. In this context it should be noted that a 
MLC would only produce small pitching moments in an equatorial orbit.
Figure 2.1
Centre fecJ and offset fed reflectors  
(after Woods and Garcia (4))
bEV lAT IO N  d=d1+_d1 
2
Figure 2.2 Deviation between 
Actual and B es t-F it Surfaces
FIGURE 2.3: P IT C H , ROLL AND YAW AXES FOR AN O R B IT IN G  TRUSS
Ty= 1-5w 2( I x- I z) sin2e
Figure 2.4 Gravitational Torque
M = cos ps a c I
-Sj-
Fjgure 2.5 Solar Radiation Pressure Control Moment
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CHAPTER 3
The Calculation of Temperatures and Associated Displacements
3.1 Introduction
This chapter examines seme of the issues involved in the thermal- 
structural analysis of large orbiting tetrahedral trusses. Such an 
analysis is required to:
(i) Discover whether member temperatures lie within specified design 
limits.
(ii) Determine structural displacements,which greatly affect the 
electrical performance of the antenna.
(iii) Determine stresses, as these may be of such severity that they 
cause structural problems.
3.2 Simplified Heat Load Analysis
Heat load analyses are often simplified so that the total heat 
absorbed by an orbiting surface is made up of direct solar,earth emitted 
and albedo radiation only. Qn-board heat sources, interelement radiation 
exchange and shadowing effects are ignored.Only simplified heat analyses 
will be considered in this chapter.
O
With a solar flux of 1390 W/m the heat absorbed by a surface per 
square metre is a function of the surface absorptivity, a^and the angle 
between the surface normal and the solar vector,jj,and is
qs = 1390 (W/m2) %  cos y/
The earth is perceived as a black body radiating at 289°K.
The amount of heat absorbed by the surface from Earth emission is 
therefore:
qe ~ o' Te^ aeF
where O is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Te is 289°K
a Gis the surface absorptivity
F is the view factor
The view factor F is the fraction of the total radiant energy
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leaving the earth that arrives at the orbiting surface. With reference to 
figure 3. l,Goetze et al(35) have developed expressions for the view factor 
F for the cases:
(i)
TT 2
(ii) T£«-y/
(iii)
(iv)
-1
Noting that y-sin (R/iy then:
(i) fi/ < tf -  j[/
, a 2 'r
F = sinji/cos J
- R»2cosl 
R z
(ii) 0 y <, 6 <  tj> + [jj
F=i(x costfsim/- (sintfsintfsin^cos^)
7r -1+ tan (-cos'i tan°<))
where x =* oos~1(-cot^cot!i/) 0 <  tt
(iii) . X-Tr/2
F = (-sinji/cosj^ +jc/)
(iv) ^  # < rr
F=0
The heat absorbed due to albedo is 
qa = 1390(W/m2) AF cos B as F 
where AF is the solar albedo factor 
B defines the position of a satellite in orbit
At any sunlit point in the orbit the total heat absorbed by a
surface is the sun of the three heat loads: 
qT = qs + qe +qa
In geostationary orbit the direct solar heating predominates ,except 
during an eclipse when the satellite is exposed to earth emitted heat 
only .At high altitudes earth emitted heat is only a small fraction of the 
heat load in sunlight.The satellite is eclipsed during the autumnal and 
vernal equinoxes as illustrated in figure 3.2(a) .Figure 3.2(b) shows the 
eclipse time in minutes versus the day of the year.The eclipses begin- 23
days before the equinox and end 46 days later.
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3.3 The Isothermal Element
The isothermal element has been used by several authors (36,37) to
ease the calculation of truss member tamperatures.lt is a useful
simplification for modelling members with low axial conduction such as
CFRP.The isothermal element neglects conduction, interelement radiation and
interelement shadowing and also assumes that temperature gradients through
the thickness and around the circumference of the tubular member can be
ignored.The CFRP member is regarded as having constant temperature over
its length, as conduction between members is assumed negligible .With these
assumptions made the transient thermal response of each member is computed
separately-the solution of simultaneous equations is not necessary.
The energy balance equation for a member consists of stored energy,
emitted energy and incoming energy terms and is
o  c v dT + o' e T^Ar = Ai qt 
dt
where the member properties are 
o  density 
c specific heat 
v volume
e surface emissivity 
Ar omittance area 
Ai incident area
and dT is the rate of change of temperature wdth respect to time, 
dt
A  closed form solution of this differential equation is obtained by
noting that dt is the reciprocal of dl and integrating with respect to 
dT , . dt
temperature between limits of Tj and T , where T^ is a known temperature at
time 1 1 and T is an unknown temperature at any time t.
The closed form solution is
A  + T ~ (A - T) B exp(F + G -2 tan1T/A)
where A  = (q/rro' e)A
F = 2 tan1Tl/A
G ~ 4mA^ d e (t-tl)/(m c )
d = member diameter
m  = member mass per unit length
B « (A + T1)/(A - Tl)
The Newton-Raphson method is applied to this equation to determine
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member temperatures at given orbital positions.
The initial conditions used to solve the equation are defined at a 
position in the orbit where dT/dt = 0.
A
Here T - {Ai qt/(o e Ar)/^
Three views of a tetrahedral truss are shown in figure 3.3. The 
nodes of the inner surface have co-ordinates described by the equation for 
a paraboloid x 2 + y 2 =  4 f z and the diagonals are all of the same length .
When studying the effects of the earth's shadow on spacecraft 
temperatures it has often been the practice to neglect the penumbra region 
of the earth's shadow and compensate for its thermal effects by assuming 
the earth's shadow to be cylindrical rather than conical. The validity of
this practice has been investigated by the author.The change in
temperature of a truss member during an eclipse at an equinox is
deduced.The satellite is assumed to be travelling in a geosynchronous
earth-facing orbit.
During the penumbra passage the solar flux will be reduced by a 
factor known as the shadow factor.It is shown in Appendix 1 that the 
shadow factor is given by 
0  - sin O'
2 TT *
where 9 - 2  cos (Ro sin + S tan(sin Re - °c)}/Rs
with Ro - radius of satellite orbit
cK -  satellite angular position from noon
S = heliocentric radius
Re = earth's radius
Rs - sun's radius
Figure 3.4 shows the change in shadow factor through the penumbra 
region of the earth's shadow.
The satellite enters the penumbra at angle <* given by
“1 -1 
cos (Rs + Re) + cos Re
s r?o
and enters the umbra at
tt-  cos^Rs - Re) + cos^Re 
S Ro
Figure 3.5 compares the temperature histories of member 1 m  the 
truss of Figure 3.3 using the cylindrical model and the penumbra model. 
The relevant member properties are shown in the figure. The authors 
programs CYLINDRICAL.UMBRA and CONICAL.UMBRA were used for this work. It
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can be seen that the cylindrical earth shadow model is a good 
approximation to the true model.However,as very little extra computation 
is required for higher accuracy the true model can be easily incorporated 
into thermal analyses.
The isothermal element is a useful tool for the preliminary design 
of orbiting trusses and was used as such, to determine thermal distortion 
of trusses in studies of the Microwave ^diameter Spacecraft (38) and the 
Scaled Truss Antenna Flight Experiment (8).
Methods of controlling temperature will now be examined using the 
isothermal element concept.
3.4 Temperature Control
The limits on temperature are largely determined by the need to 
minimise displacements and stresses within the reflector and feed boom 
structures.lt must also be remembered that the temperature of a composite 
material must be kept below its glass transition temperature (Tg). The Tg 
decreases with exposure to the space environment. Seehra et al (39) found 
the glass transition temperature of an unexposed graphite epoxy material 
to be 388°K and the Tg of a sample, exposed to radiation dose equivalent 
to the dose experienced during ten years in orbit, to be 358°K.This 30°K 
drop in Tg is typical of epoxies.
Further requirements of the thermal design are that all electronics 
hardware must be maintained within operational limits an! that if the 
structure is to be built or repaired by astronauts then it should be safe 
to touch, ie temperatures must be between 155°K and 385°K.
In geostationary orbit the direct solar heating ,qs, forms nearly 
all of the total environmental heat load, qt.
The radiation equilibrium temperature of a surface exposed to 
sunlight occurs when dT/dt - 0, and if earth emitted and albedo heat loads 
are neglected, is
T = (Ai_139Q as cos ^
1 crkAr ^
As the radiation emitted is at very much longer wavelengths than the
incoming solar radiation the 3$/e ratio may assume a number of values 
other than unity.
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The selections of as and e are critical in determining structural 
temperatures.Control of these properties is achieved by the application of 
surface coatings (metallic deposits or paints) or covers(glass fibre or 
plastic film) .Member temperature extremes during an orbit are reduced by 
the use of surfaces with low emissivity(e) and low solar
absorptivity/thermal emissivity ratio(^/e) .The low e value will limit the 
drop in temperature during eclipse and the low as/e ratio will guard 
against overheating during the sunlit portion of the orbit.
It must be noted that the solar absorptivity (as) of thermal 
protection materials may increase* by a factor of two or more due to 
surface degradation during the lifetime of the satellite as reported by 
Seehra et al (39) .Emery and Smith (40) have noted that such changes in as 
will increase temperatures by as much as 50° K.
Other alternatives for controlling temperatures are shields and 
insulation.The use of shields to reduce the temperature extremes is 
aggrevated by the large size of the satellite. Insulating members may help 
to reduce the temperature drop during eclipse.
The effect of thermal control materials on the radio frequency 
performance of the antenna must be considered.Thermal control materials on 
structural elements within the microwave path, such as feed supports for 
centre fed ref lectors, should be rf transparent and electrical charging 
must be avoided.
The effect that member thermo-optical properties have on 
temperatures is determined by use of the author's program TEMP,and results 
for the six members of figure 3.3 are shown in figure 3.6 (a) to (d).
The members of the truss have a density of 1633 kg/m and a specific 
heat capacity of 1000 j/kg-K. The tubes are 5am in diameter and the tube 
wall is 0.75mm thick.
In figure 3.6(a),member temperature histories with as = 0.9, e ~ 0.8 
(bare graphite/epoxy material) for an earth facing orbit in the ecliptic 
plane are shown.
The second case considered is a tube with a white thermal control 
paint having the properties a -s ~ 0.28 and e = 0.9. Member temperatures
for this case are shown in figure 3.6(b).
An aluminium coating with a$~ 0.15 and e = 0.25 gives rise to the
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temperatures of figure 3.6(c).
Finally a composite aluminium/Si02 coating is examined. This coating 
is one of a number developed at NASA Langley (see Tenney et al (31)) with 
optimum low as and low e values. The Al/SiC^coating has a s = 0.23 and e = 
0.15.The NASA Langley coatings are also designed to be resistant to 
electron,proton and UV radiation.
The maximum and minimum temperatures experienced during an orbit by 
each of the six typical truss members using the four different surface 
coatings are listed below.
Member Bare CFRP White paint Aluminised Al/Si02
Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min
1 307.2 129.9 223,6 122.2 262.8 166.1 331.8 203.1
2 307.1 129.8 223.5 122.1 262.8 172.2 331.7 206.7
3 307.1 129.8 223.5 122.2 262.8 172.5 331.7 207.1
4 306.1 124.8 222.0 114.8 261.6 163.1 330.8 197.5
5 306.6 127.9 222.8 119.4 262.2 169.3 331.2 203.8
6 306.6 127.1 222.8 117.7 261.8 163.3 331.2 197.7
The temperature at which the truss structure is assembled is taken 
to be 295 ° K.This temperature is the "zero displacement" temperature for 
the truss.Excursions fram this temperature wall cause truss distortions .An 
important parameter when choosing a coating is the maximum excursion from 
the "zero displacement" temperature that it produces. The maximum 
excursions for each of the coatings are as follows:
Bare CFRP -170.2°K 
White paint -180.2°K 
Aluminised -131.9°K 
Al/Si02-97.5°K
The Al/Si02coating appears to be the one most suited to this 
application. However, problems might be experienced with this coating 
towards the end of long life missions as the member maximum temperature 
increases(due to increases in a s ) and the glass transition temperature 
reduces (due to radiaition bombardment). It is also essential to remember 
that circumferential temperature gradients do exist and that the 
isothermal element approach used here only predicts the tube mean 
temperature Tb.
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Temperature excursions from the "stress free" or cure initiation 
temperature of the composite tubes and adhesive joints should be 
minimised .These cure initiation temperatures are often well above roam 
temperature.
It can be seen from figures 3.6, that if astronauts are required to 
build or repair a tetrahedral truss, they should perform their task during 
the middle of the day when member temperatures are all within the EVA. 
touch limits.
3.5. Nodal Displacements and* Member Axial Stresses Arising from 
Thermal Loads
Dor many orbits each year at geostationary altitude the truss does 
not pass through the earth's shadow. A  member is continually changing its 
orientation with respect to the sun's rays as it orbits the earth, and in 
so doing it experiences two thermal cycles per orbit.The cycle period is 
twelve hours or 43200 seconds. The dynamic response of the truss will 
only be significant if its fundamental frequency is close to the half day 
frequency of 0.000023Hz.
The very largest truss contemplated for use in space is that 
designed to support the solar cell blankets on the Boeing Solar Power 
Satellite concept (41).This structure has a fundamental frequency of 
0.0054Hz (period 3 minutes).
It can be seen that even the most flexible orbiting trusses will not 
experience any vibration due to the half daily thermal cycle.However,there 
is still the thermal shock due to entry and exit from the earth's shadow 
to discuss.
Although changes in heat load on entry to, and exit frctm, the 
earth's shadow are large and immediate (passage through the penumbra being 
only 128 seconds) the thermal response of spacecraft materials is slower 
due to their significant heat capacity. Only when the structure is very 
flexible and its members have very low heat capacities will the transition 
from shadow to sun induce any noticable vibration.
Przemieniecki (42) uses Ehhamel' s integrals to study the effect of 
ramp mechanical loadings on single degree of freedom systems.For the
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loading of figure 3.7, the spring mass system with initial displacement and 
velocity of zero has the following response:
U(t) = P.. (t - sin wt) t < to 
kt0 w
U(t) = jL (to + sin w  (t - to) - s.in..wfc) t > to 
kt0 w w
Dynamic response is greatest when the product wto is small and the
greatest displacement possible is twice the static displacement. The same 
principles are true for ramp temperature changes.
The giant truss of the Boeing concept would experience dynamic 
excitation frcm thermal shock.Most of the orbiting trusses in use this 
century /however, will have much" higher fundamental frequencies and 
thermal transients would not induce any significant vibration.
Although the changes in mean temperatures of structural members are 
slow, relief of thermal gradients during shadow entry or build up of
thermal gradients on exit may occur very quickly. Rapid changes in
thermal gradients may encourage a shock response frcm seme structural 
elements.These elements,with low fundamental frequencies and large thermal 
gradients, include large solar arrays, long telescopic tubes used to 
deploy solar arrays, antennas and scientific experiments (as described by 
Aguirre-Martinez(43)), and the individual tubular members of large 
trusses.
The method for determining the temperature variation around the
circumference of circular cylinders is discussed in section 3.6.2. The
resulting flexural response during shadow entry and exit is also examined.
The prediction of the static nodal displacements arising in the 30m 
parabolic offset antenna now follows.The nodal co-ordinates are shown in 
figure 3.3.In this example,the reflector support truss is assumed to be 
attached to a geostationary platform.The three central nodes have all 
degrees of freedom restrained (the platform is assumed to be much stiffer 
than the reflector support truss).
The truss is idealised as being composed of bar elements with pinned 
joints.If the structure is statically determinate then its members will be 
free to expand or contract wihout any restraint and thermal stresses do 
not arise.In any statically indeterminate structure subject to a 
temperature distribution different from the truss construction temperature 
/thermal stresses will occur.
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In terms of geometric orientation with respect to the sun1 s rays 
there are six sets of elements in a flat tetrahedral truss.Members of a 
set are at the same temperature at a given orbital position.The thermal 
analysis is reduced to the analysis of six elements only.
Reflectors with large focal lengths might be considered nearly flat 
and, in an approximate manner, the supporting truss will exhibit six sets 
of temperatures. The temperatures and displacements in the 30m diameter 
truss at 12:00,18:00 and just prior to exit from the earth's 
shadow(00:36hrs) wifi be determined .For each of the these orbital 
positions both a thorough thermal analysis treating every element 
separately and a "six sets of elements" analysis will be conducted and the 
resulting displacements compared. The members have a density of 1633 kg/m3 
and a specific heat capacity of 1000 j/kg-K.The axial CTE is -0.4 x 10 (y°K 
and the axial Young's modulus is 150 GPa. The tubes are 5cm in diameter 
and the tube wall is 0.75mm thick.
Member temperatures for the three orbit positions (now known as 
cases 1,2 and 3) are illustrated in figures 3.8,3.9 and 3.10. The nodal x 
, y  and z displacements for the three cases are listed in figure 3.11.The 
"six sets of elements" approach is not accurate in predicting 
displacements in cases 1 and 2 .However, the simple approach is accurate 
for case 3.This is expected as a near uniformity of member temperatures is 
reached in the earth's shadow when all members are subject to an Identical 
and negligible heat load. In conclusion then,it is generally true to say 
that in a curved truss separate thermal analyses of members must be 
performed in order to accurately predict truss nodal displacements.
Displacements and stresses are greatest in case 3 where member 
temperatures are 165 °K below the construction or "zero displacement" 
temperature.
Arduini, Ponzi et al (41) specify a surface accuracy of 1.3rrm for a 
reflector of the dimensions being studied here.It can be seen from figure 
3.11,that nodal displacements meet the required tolerance.
The twelve redundant members of the truss are a considerable 
restraining influence. Truss member stresses for the three orbit 
positions studied are shown in figures 3.12,3.13 and 3.14. The Euler 
critical stress is given by the expression
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o' cr = ttED 
8L4
and for E=150 GPa,L=7.5m and D=0.05m, 
o' cr = 8224670 N/m^.
In the earth's shadow (00:36 hrs),the compressive stresses in 
members 9,34 and 56 exceed the Euler critical stress.This is not 
surprising, as these members are restrained frcm x,y and z direction 
movement at their end nodes,which are the support points for the truss. 
These members could quite easily be excluded frcm the truss as they do not 
provide any stiffness in the truss.Of the remaining 99 members,9 members 
experience a compressive stress greater than 20 per cent of the Euler 
critical stress,the greatest stress being -1926919.8 N/m in member 62.
The magnitude of the temperature variation around the circumference 
of a CFRP truss member is perhaps not fully appreciated by designers. 
This temperature gradient is now examined.
3.6 Temperature Variation Around the Circumference of Circular 
Cylinders
3.6.1 Steady-State Solution
The solar heat load received by a truss member varies as it orbits 
the earth,due to the changing orientation of the member relative to the 
sun's rays. At points in the orbit when the heat load is changing slowly 
with time the capacitance term in the energy balance equation will be 
small and a steady-state solution can be sought.
A  finite difference model such as that in figure 3.15 may be 
formulated if the system may be thought of as two-dimensional.For the 
moment the temperature gradient through the wall is ignored.In this 
example the tube axis is normal to the solar vector in a geostationary 
orbit.A maximum diametric temperature differential should result from this 
case .The view factor is 0.023 and the albedo factor is 0.36.The heat load 
at a point in the tube varies with its angular position on the 
circumference as follows:
qs = 1390 as cos©* -JI<0-<IL
2 2
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= 0 n  <8 <ln
2 2
qe = 0 _ IT < Q- < IL
M 2 2
= 9.1 aG cos9 n  <0<3rr
2 2
qa - 0 „ tt ^q- jl
2 2
= 11.5 as cos©- n < 8 <3u 
2 2
For a typical point the energy balance equation consists of 
conduction, radiation omission to space, internal radiation and incoming 
radiation:
-rd&tllLiil + o'erd&lT4'
rld01 n ’
. i-ordBlT4 - tfrdBltan^A TjSin!0^ 1!
. '= qTcos82rsin^2 I
The internal surface of the CFRP tube is assumed to be black in the 
above equation.The development of the internal radiation terms is 
described in Appendix 2.The treatment of internal grey surfaces is also 
explained.
The final form of the finite difference approximation of the energy 
balance equation for a typical node such as node 2 in figure 3.15 is
-  Ti-2T2-tIa. * crte+UT?4 
rl lc#
- cnan^^TjSinl^-^l
q-rC0s8 sinjfe 
2
With n nodes the system of n equations is expressed in matrix form
as
[A](T) + [B](T4) = (C)
Newton's method for nonlinear systems is used to solve for T. 
Starting values for (T) are chosen and the iterative method converges by 
use of:
f  Ti(1} = tTjt -  U tA] U lB ' l  r1. U A1 fTj] ♦ !BltTj4!-£C)11
where the terms in [B'] are 
B'ij = Bij.Ti3
In figure 3.16 the earth emitted and albedo heat loads are shown to
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have little effect on temperatures around the tube circumference. The 
programs used here are STEADY1 and STEADYP. The relevant member 
properties are shown in the figure .Typical values for conductivity are 
given by Karam( 44) *The laminate used in the example of figure 3.16 is a 
90/03 /90 graphite epoxy laminate.If the conductivity in the fibre 
direction of a lamina is 38.5 W/m°K and normal to the fibre direction is
1.0 W/m °K,then the laminate average circumferential conductivity would be
16.0 W/m°K.
If the earth omitted and albedo heat loads are neglected then it is 
possible to use the solution to’ the integro-differential developed by 
Heaslet and Fuller (45).Their solution assumes that
is an adequate approximation .Accuracy of their solution declines 
when the temperatures around the circumference vary greatly from the mean 
temperature To. The mean temperature Tb is found by consideration of the 
overall energy balance for the cylinder:
It should be noted that this is the temperature calculated by the 
isothermal element approach.
Heaslet and Fuller found that
(T/To)^= (ufl)4 
= u*+ 4 u3+ 6 u2+ 4 u + 1
= 4 u + 1
u  { & ) s xryVe, I J_ - y *  2  sm )>ir 
B * J V I - V 1 2
cos ve- y cos &
j
where the upper formulae hold forO< 9 <nand the lower for X  < 9 < ^
2 2 
.The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the outer and inner surfaces of the
cylinder respectively and
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N =  r 2©' T o 3/ k  t  
v2= -0.5(4N(e^ + e2) - <^/4 
- ( (4 N (e 1+ e j -  ^/4 )2 +  4  e 1 o2N?2 ) 
B2= v 2 +  4 (e^+ e2 ) N — a2/4
Heaslet and Fuller suggest that when plotting T/To against ©■ an 
improvement on the expression T/T0= 1 + u  would be T/To = (l+4u) Whenever 
conductivity is small.
Comparisons between the finite difference model and Heaslet and 
Fuller's two solutions are made in figure 3.17., using programs STEADY! 
and HEASLET1. Member properties are as for figure 3.16. Ebr the bare 
CFRP member studied the siibsolar and antisolar temperatures were 344°K and 
276°K respectively. The mean temperature is 306 °K. It is essential to 
determine the subsolar temperature as in some cases it may approach the 
glass transition temperature of the CFRP.
Thermal gradients can be lessened by increasing circumferential 
conductance and internal emittance.One of the few disadvantages of CFRP in 
comparison to aluminium is its low conductivity in the tube longitudinal 
and circumferential directions .The circumferential gradient will be shown 
to induce member bending deflections and so reduce the compressive 
load-carrying capability of the member .The lay-up of the laminate can be 
varied in an attempt to increase circumferential conduction and so lessen 
member bending deflections .The increase in circumferential conduction will 
inevitably be accompanied by lower longitudinal conduction and increased 
axial thermal expansion.
Karam (44) has suggested perforating the composite tube to minimise 
the heating flux imbalance.Lessening of thermal gradients is only obtained 
at the cost of reduced tube strength.
Some idea of the bending deflection of the cylinder induced by the 
circumferential temperature gradient can be obtained by assuming that a 
Bernoulli-Euler analysis is adequate .For a statically determinate 
beam, free of external loads, the bending deflection is given by Boley and 
Weiner (46) as
If Mtz/EIz is constant over the length of the beam
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v(x) = -(Mtz/EIz) x_2+ Co + G|X 
2
and for a simply supported beam 
v(x) = (Mtz/2EI) x (L-x)
I = tt /4 ( r^)
= TT/4(2r2+ i^)(2rt)
Mtz = E$T z d A
= 2 f iE . t r3 -  r,3) f l c o s f r d ©
3 2 1 J0
= 2*E. (3r2t + _t_3) j  TcosHdB',
3 4 0
If the t terms are ignored (ie t«r)
H k  = 2^L f ^ T  cos © d©El trr )
. vtx) = cos©d&)x(L-x)
TIT o
If the temperature distribution is assumed to be linear across the 
beam with a diametric temperature differential AT then 
Ft cos Q d©
o
=/(To + (AT/2)oos ©  ) cosQd©
= AL Icos1© d©
2 °
-irAT
2
v(x) = (<*AT/(2r)) x (L-x)
The thermal curvature reduces the value of the compressive load that 
may be sustained by the member. The allowable ccmpressive stress ,cr w,in 
the member is defined as a fraction of the yield stress. The allowable 
load P is found frcm the equation
cr w  = (P/A)+(Pr/l).(a/(1-P/Peu))
where A  is the member cross sectional area
r is tube radius
I is the tube second moment of area 
a is the member midpoint deflection 
Peu is the Euler load.
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3.6.2 Transient Thermal Analysis
Temperature gradients through the thickness of the tube are again 
ignored.
If temperatures are changing with time the energy balance equation 
must include a term which accounts for energy stored in the nodal area in 
addition to the conduction and radiation terms.
> o c t d T  - k_t d2T + cr ( e + 1 ) T 4 
d t r 2 d&2
EL .L , ,-  o' tan d© Ti s m  & - Qi ■*
4 i=1 I 2 I
= q cos & sin dQf/2  
d8/2
The Crarik-Nicolson finite difference approximation in distance and 
time for this equation is
2 m  c t (To,m - To,m-1 ) 
h
- k t [ ( T~1 - 2To + Ti) ,m + (T—1 - 2To + Ti) ,m-i ]
(rdQ)2 / ,
+ a (e + 1) (To,m + Tt^im-I^)
n i ,
-  o'tan dQ; 5” (Ti,m + Ti,m-1 ) sin I©  - ©i I
. ** /l=1, v 1 2 1
= 2 sin d9y 2 (q m  + q irM ) 
d&
where the suffixes -1,0 and 1 refer to nodes along the member and the 
suffixes m-1 and m,refer to time.Adjacent nodes are separated by a 
distanced©-, and the time step is of length h.
A transient thermal analysis is of special interest during the umbra 
passage,in determining how long the tube takes to lose or gain its 
circumferential temperature gradient.
The preliminary design of the tetrahedral truss reflector for the 
Microwave Radicmetetr Spacecraft (38) visualised a 725m diameter 
graphite-epoxy truss with members of 14.62m length,77.9mm diameter and 
0.381mm tube thickness. The tube wall properties are:
E axial = 8 3 . 5  GPa
CTE axial = 1.5x.19~6/°K
j o  axial =  1520kg/m3
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k circumferential = 16.0 W/m°K
The effect of the umbra passage on bending deflections of such 
members will now be investigated.The truss enters the umbra(assumed 
cylindrical) at 171.3°when time orbit is in the ecliptic plane .At this 
point the angle between the surface normal and the solar vector y is 8.7° 
.Earth emitted and albedo heating are ignored and before entering the 
shadow the member is assumed to be in a state of radiation equilibrium 
with
jqs = 1390 cos y cos ©
= 1374.2 cos ©  - H  < 0 <IL
2 2
= 0 - H  < Q <3tt
2 2
In figure 3.18 the temperature of time subsolar and antisolar points 
of the cylinder during the first 150 seconds of the umbra passage are 
plotted, as is the diametric differential. The dynamic response to such 
changes in temperature distribution is shown in figure 3.19.The deflection 
shown is the maximum, or midpoint deflection, of a simply supported beam.
The isothermal temperature of the same member prior to exit from the 
umbra is found to be 107.1°K.Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the effect of the 
exit frcm the shadow on tube temperatures and deflections.The tube is 
assumed riot to be vibrating prior to exit. It is interesting to note that 
the maximum diametric temperature differential produced shortly after exit 
frcm the shadow is greater than that predicted by a steady state analysis.
Calculation of the thermal shock displacements was performed by the 
finite element package ANSYS.
It can be seen from figures 3.19 and 3.21 that no significant 
vibrations arise frcm the passages into and out of the earth's shadow for 
a member with such a large diameter.
A  guide as to whether significant vibrations due to thermal shock 
will take place is given by the magnitude of the beam's fundamental 
circular frequency,w, and the transition time,to. The transition time is 
the time taken for the diametric temperature differential to disappear 
during entry into the earth's shadow or to reach a maximum upon exit frcm 
the shadow. The smaller the product,w to, the greater will be the 
vibration.For example,consider a 12m  long simply supported beam with a 
diameter of 12.7mm and a tube thickness of 0.6mm. The product wrto is then
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41 for the shadow entry, as compared to 1400 for the original 14.62m
long,77.9mm diameter tube. The vibrations induced during shadow entry and
exit for the 12.7mm diameter tube are shown in figures 3.22 and 3.23.The 
possibility of vibrations due to thermal shock should be taken into
account during the design of the mesh attachment system and when
estimating the fatigue life of the CFRP members and joints.
3.7 Temperature Gradient Through the Tube Thickness and Around the 
Circumference
A two-dimensional finite difference model is formulated in figure
3.24.
A  steady state temperature distribution is assumed.
For each node on the exterior of the tube the energy balance 
equation will consist of conduction, incoming solar radiation and 
radiation emission to space terms.The finite difference form of this 
equation for a typical point such as node 182 is:
For nodes which are within the thickness of the tube the finite 
difference equation involves only conduction terms and is typified by node
-MBit 0*93-2792+1^) -2K(r)r1Aa(T182 -
-k(r^9;(T')82-T2) = 0
The finite difference equations for points on the . interior surface 
of the tube must include conduction terns and also internal radiation 
exchange terms.
For node 2
t 4 4r2A0
+ O'er2A&T ']02 “ OsCOs0139Or2A0
92:
2KM{r^l)A&(VT09) (V 2T?^Ti)
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Newton's method for nonlinear systems is used to solve for T.
In figure 3.25 the temperature gradient through the tube thickness 
and around the tube circumference is illustrated. The heat loads from 
earth emission and albedo are accounted for.Tire maximum temperature 
gradient through the tube is only 0.18°K .
3.8 Conclusion
The accurate determination of truss member temperatures is 
essential.Member temperatures mustT be such that they minimise structural 
displacements, are below the glass transition temperature of composite 
materials, allow high quality performance of electronic hardware and 
permit handling by astronauts.
The isothermal element concept has been reviewed.lt has been shown 
to be a useful tool for assessing the effects of different thermal 
coatings on truss member temperature histories. The importance of 
minimising the emissivity(e) and the solar absorptivity/thermal emissivity 
ratio( as/e ) ho reduce member temperature extremes during an orbit has been 
illustrated with three case studies.The designer must also allow for a 
considerable increase in as during the lifetime of the satellite.
Thermal analyses of only six members of a flat tetrahedral truss can 
determine member temperatures for the entire truss.In a curved truss each 
member has a different geometric orientation and thermal analyses of every 
member must be undertaken to accurately predict nodal displacements.
The isothermal element approach calculates the mean temperature of a 
member .Temperatures vary around the tube circumference and for large 
diameter tubes of low circumferential conductivity the diametric 
temperature differential in sunlight is considerable. The area around the 
subsolar point of the tube cross section may approach the glass transition 
temperature of the composite in certain cases.
The temperature variation around the circumference of circular 
cylinders during the sunlit portion of the geostationary orbit induces 
significant bending deflections which reduce the critical buckling load of 
the member.During entry into the earth's shadow the diametric temperature 
differential of the tube is rapidly reduced and so flexural vibration is
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encouraged.Similarly on exit from the earth's shadow,curvature of members 
is rapidly produced and vibrations may result. Dynamic disturbances will 
continue indefinitely unless damped .Undamped vibrations may have a 
significant effect on the long term fatigue behaviour of the truss.
Finally, it was shown that consideration of the temperature gradient 
through the tube thickness is not necessary to accurately predict the 
temperatures within a composite tube.
( Q)  l b )
One face heated j-^o faces heated
i t <  $  i t  -  0 7r -  w  s . $  ^  i n  *z ' 2 2
Ro
Figure 3,1:Earth Emitted Heat-Geometry for 
View Factor Calculations
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Figure 3,5
The EFFect oF Assuming a Cylindrical Earth 
Shadow on the Temperature oF Member 1
XI0
 Cylindrical Shadow
_© Conical Shadow.
Orbital Position From Noon(degrees)
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Figure 3.7 Ramp Mechanical Loading 
for Spring-Mass System
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Figure 312 Axial Stresses in Members of Truss at Noon
Member.
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31 
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46  
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48
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St
StresstN/m1') - Member SfresstN/m1)
-2190,1.,  929 52 1 7 0 6 7 ,4 8 2
- 2 2 0 6 6 , 4 4 6 53 -6 3 4 3 ,3 3 5 1
1 2 8 0 9 3 .4 0 54 -2 2 1 3 3 .8 4 6
1 2 7 4 3 1 .0 6 55 1 2 9 4 2 2 .9 2
- 4 3 0 . 1 5 2 3 9 56 69-1875.43
- 1 1 6 9 . 2 7 9 3 57 -4 7 8 3 .0 7 5 5
- 4 4 5 . 1 4 2 3 6 50 -2 2 3 4 2 ,5 2 5
- 1 2 5 0 6 3 . 0 0 59 - 6 5 7 .3 0 0 6 3
7 2 9 0 3 1 . 6 6 60 2 1 1 0 9 .6 5 4
- 1 2 5 4 7 8 .3 0 61 - 3 3 1 ,5 7 4 0 8
2 2 3 5 0 .9 5 0 62 12 4 7 3 9 .9 9
2 0 1 0 8 ,9 7 3 63 •■123356.42
2 0 9 8 7 .0 4 5 64 - 2 3 4 5 9 .6 0 7
2 2 8 0 1» 7 9 2  • 4.5 3 5 8 . 1 3 2 6 3
7 0 5 3 .3 6 2 6 66 2 4 0 8 1 .2 6 4
6 3 5 5 , 1 3 3 1 67 - 9 3 8 ,3 4 3 6 2
1 7 6 3 ,9 0 7 1 68 - 1 8 8 7 .0 6 4 9
- 7 1 4 4 , 0 3 9 0 69 -9 4 5 .3 9 2 0 4
1 6 5 9 ,0 4 3 6 •70 - 1 7 2 6 .8 4 4 6
1 2 3 7 3 4 .5 5 71 9 9 1 1 .7 2 0 5
- 2 3 0 9 2 , 0 6 5 •72 1 1 1 3 3 .6 8 2
- 2 3 4 1 2 . 9 9 3 73 - 1 5 0 0 .0 2 9 9
- 2 1 8 9 9 . 6 4 5 -74 -2 1 9 4 .5 8 7 6
2 6 7 .6 6 6 0 3 75 - 3 1 2 0 . 4 9 1 0
2 2 8 0 2 .6 0 7 76 -2 9 2 0 ,2 0 7 5
1 2 0 2 0 3 .0 8 . 77 - 3 1 8 5 .3 6 8 7
5 3 3 . 9 2 1 6 8 78 - 3 7 5 6 ,6 3 4 5
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Figure 3.13 Axial Stresses in Members of Truss at 18:00
Member Stress (N/m1) Member Stress!
.1 20922.003 52 556305.31
*> 56985.446 53 ’ -162217.57
--1311342.0 54 '-145067,11
-A -1249317.3 -69967},31
5 90131,052 56 58713,600
6 -73752.535 57 ' .1512523.2
7 100400.33 50 -227571,36
8 961335,64 59 12*111.00
9 -8013069.1 60 -157425,81
to 933001.68 61 227826.17
11 227730,74 62 358015.15
12 -265907,96 63 -325905,02
13 -235774,23 64 17583.407
14 149580,05 65 42549,798
35 -1560270,9 66 -79906.903
16 -1510663.0 67 896.36069
17 -240790.02' 68 3343,6053
18 386731.57 69 2441,4256
1? -226113,21 70 305740.78
20 333088.38 71 -409831.87
21 . 17308,006 72 -375451.82
22 77689.434 73 231097,40
23 20919.021 74 -494813.95
24 35949.230 75 1227870,4
25 -58806.544 76 •-490546.57
26 -991504.45 . 77 -35038,991
27 29092.326 78 -4045.9172
28 939379.85 79 -315365,61
29 -220867.70 80 60746.585
30 -69925.980 . 81 338510.70
31 476292.95 82 -9694.0037
32 -101479.65 83 766677,37
33 • 1556713.9 84 -603418.63
34 66785.820 85 -242699.38
35 -692236.88 • 86 -9012.0842
36 ' 246452.13 87 -475394.38
37 -140701,00 88 508385.65
38 30991.702 89 765.33728
39 -149470.11 90 -14038.122
40 -328174.41 ?J 372436.17
41 .325168.66 92 49098-803
42 -17802.02 I 93 -285773*98
43 -44113,52? 9 4 ’-263450,95
44 70*25.969 95 -610315.71
45 -216191 984 96 729908.33
46 -37491.420 97 -6367,1271
47 56979.504 9<: 517772.06
48 96852c., 58 9? - 508058.55
49 -85058.211 .too - 3000.1732
50 -959478,73 101 38249,479
5 S -,90133.077> . 102 3435.3246
Figure 3.14 Axial Stresses in Members ot Truss at 0036
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Member Stress! M/m1)
1 120376.96
120307.01
7, -1073353.8
4 --1073674.5
5 -289.47092.
6 81286.466
7 - 2 V 6 .60323
8 1832311.3
9 -9905595.1
10 1832501,0
11 -122737,15
12 -•1 21033,90
13 -321436.4?
I A -122533.SO
15 -1363.9757
16 -2047.1460
17 -503-41752
13 152900.60
1? -640,10097
20 -1896121,V
21 117929.41
22 • 117790.00
23 120364.41
24 -2453.4129
23 -124320.53
26 -1375703.6
27 ■ “38304.177
20 1851460.5
29 119082,57
30 . 162830.19
31 . “125429,01
32 -1562.9274
33 ••43255.704
34 -9912863.2
35 -1912656.2
36 -6318.4960
37 -117726.07
on 74583,458
JV 122493.40
40 3 879400.5
41 -1926664,5
42 -123 295.4 4
4.1 1933.4105
4 4 119664.87
45 -;r‘.*,3<?2.87
46 -■2310.9622A *» L20294,46
13 3851276.4
49 -374*6.468
30 -1875905.0
si -1572.2013
Member StresslhKrrti
.5° r125637.56
53 162270.65
54 118805,06
i*: «■v-'.J -3912559,0
56 -9910321.0
57 -42583,062
58 172696,91
5v 74070.945
60 . -117559.25
61 -6252.0676
6? “3926919,8
63 1879397.7
64 139806.42
. 65 . -19*16,7150
66 -121152,13
67 5157.3062
68 . 10329.040
6? 5154.3093
70 7043,7083
71 .-152197,73
■72 —151666,09
73 7149.4531
74 86337.540
-75 •■27778.830
76 06013.577
77 75408.484
78 75152.482
79. 3361.3171
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81 74730.407
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83 ' -159458,53
84 -2876.3740
85 , 72239.536
■ 86 10460.096
87 -149237,25
80 73503.711
89 5214.6836
-90 5350.2771
91 74645,434
9 2 77202,329
3243.6014
94 72351,530
95 -1769,5294
■76 -159049.61
97 5217,9734
98 73172.124
99 •14*333-04
100 10445,224
101 5009.4681
102 5200.5224
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Figure 3.15 Finite Difference Model used fo Evaluate 
Temperature Variation around the 
Circumference of a Circular Cylinder
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Figure 3.1G 
Temperature Variation Around Tube 
Circumference both with and without 
Earth Emitted and Albedo Heat Loads
□ Direct Solar Heat Load Only 
 All Heat Loads
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Figure 3.17 
Heaslet and Finite Difference Methods for 
the Calculation of Temperatures around the 
Tube Circumference
HeaslGt and Fuller
X10
Angular Position around Tube ( ° )
FIGURE 3,18
TEMPERATURES OF THE SUBSOLAR 
AND'ANTISOLAR POINTS PLUS 
THE DIAMETRIC DIFFERENTIAL
X101
SECONDS AFTER EXIT FROM SHADOW
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FIGURE 3.20
TEMPERATURES OF THE SUBSOLAR 
AND ANTISOLAR POINTS PLUS 
THE DIAMETRIC DIFFERENTIAL
X101
X101
SECONDS AFTER ENTRY INTO SHADOW
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Figure 3.24 Temperature Gradient Through, the 
Tube Thickness and Around the 
Circumference -Finite Difference Model
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CHAPTER 4
Shadowing Effects in Large Orbiting Trusses
4.1 Introduction
Shadowing of truss members by other members, the reflecting mesh and 
other spacecraft components such as the spacecraft bus/the feed or solar 
panels will influence the magnitude and distribution of temperature within 
the truss.
This chapter presents methods for calculating the positions of 
shadows cast by such objects and assesses the effects of such shadows on 
member temperatures and displacements.
4.2 Calculation of the Positions of Shadows Cast by Truss Members
Research on shadow analysis began in earnest in the United States in 
1981 and since then quite substantial progress has been made.
O'Neill and Zich (47) present a method for calculating the heat load 
and temperature plots for "points of interest" in the truss 
structure.Thornton and Mahaney (48) also use the point-on-the-shadowee 
approach in which each member is sub-divided and then the shadowing 
history of a sub-element i is examined.The spacecraft co-ordinates are 
transformed to an i-centred co-ordinate system.The equation of the locus 
of the spacecraft-Sun vector progressing about the sub-element i is found 
and shadowers are identified by discovering which members intersect the S 
locus.
Baumann and Jensen (49) describe MISSTA :the Martin Marietta 
Integrated Space Structure Thermal Analyser.This program is different from 
that of O'Neill and Zich (SSQ) /for rather than using the point 
on-the-shadowee concept it treats the entire shadowee as a finite 
geometric element. Bautrman and Jensen do not describe in detail the method 
used for determining the limits of each shadow along the shadowee.
In this chapter a new method for shadow analysis is developed.The 
author's program SHADCW calculates the position of shadows cast on members 
by other members of the truss. Only cross-moriber shadowing has been
87
investigated.
At a given position in the orbit each member is chosen as a
potential shadower in turn.The equation of the shadow plane is determined 
and the x,y and z co-ordinates of the point lying on the shadow plane and 
satisfying the equation of the shadowee line are found.To determine 
whether the member is shadowed, the program checks whether the 
intersection point lies between the shadowee end points and within the 
shadow region boundaries .Finally it checks that the shadower is closer to 
the sun than the shadowee.The angle between the shadowee and the shadow 
plane is calculated to determine’ the shadow width relative to the
longitudinal axis of the shadowee member .When all the shadowers at a given 
orbital position have been investigated the program proceeds to the next 
orbital position.
The equation of the shadow plane for a member is defined by the x,y
and z co-ordinates of three points in the plane.The three points are shown
in figure 4.1 and their co-ordinates are (x*| , yj,z-|),(x2 , ^2 ' z2^ 91x3 ( X1 
- sin ©• ,yj + tana, z^+ cos ©  ). Hie equation of the plane is of the form 
l x  + m y + n z = l  and so
X1 *1 Z1 *1 '
x2 z2 m
sin© y^+tana z^+ cos© n
‘ l ’ X 1 Y 1 Z1
-1 ' 1 ’
m S3 x 2 y 2 z2 1 ...(4.1)
n -sin© y^ +tana z^+cos© 1
The equation of the shadow plane is therefore 
(tann(z2- z-j) + cos ©  (y-j - y2 ))x 
+ (-sin ©  (z*j — z2) + cos ©  (x2- x^))y 
+ (tana (x^| — x2) - sin ©  (y2~ y,))z 
= t a n a  (x-|Z2- x2z^) - sin ©  (z^y2- z2y^)
+ cos ©  (y-j x2“ y2x^ ) ... (4.2)
A  potential shadowee is identified .The end oo-ordinates of the 
shadowee member are (X3, y^, 2^  and (x^, y^, z^) .The equation of the line 
of which the shadowee member is pari: is given by
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X ~ y - ^  = z - Z-,
x4“ x3 ^4“ y3 z3
For x^ j* x^
y = y3(x/,-_x ) + y 4(x -xA )_ 
x4“x3
z = z3(x/r x ) + zi(x - 3^ _. (
x4- x3
By substituting these expressions into the equation of the shadow
plane the x-co-ordinate of the intersection point of the shadow plane and
the shadowee line equations can be found.
If Xi = x^then the following expressions for x and z must be used in 
equation 4.2 and the y  co-ordinate of the intersection point found, 
x = x-,( y,.- y  ) + Xt,( y - y,)
>4 - h
z = M  Yi.~ y ) + z,,( y - y^) ...14.4)
The next step of the analysis is to determine whether the
intersection point of the shadow plane and the shadowee line lies between 
the shadowee end points.If the distance between the intersection point and 
both ends of the member is less than the member length then shadowing is 
possible.
A  further consideration is that the intersection point must lie 
within the shadow region boundaries. If the co-ordinates of the
intersection point are xo , yo and zo then from figure 4.2 the distance
between the intersection point and shadow boundary l,l*i, is found frcm
2 21-p ((xq- Xvj )cos ©  - (z>j- ZQ)sin ©0
.(1 + tan2© tar?n) . ...(4.5)
Similarly the distance between the intersection point and shadow
boundary 2,12/is found from
2 212= ((xq- x2)cos & - (z^- ZQ)sin &)
2 2
. (1 + tan 0- tan/i) . ..(4.6)
These lengths must be compared with the distance between the shadow
0 89
boundaries ,w, given by
2 2 2
w  = ((x^- x<|)cos ©  - (z-)- Z2 )sin ©  ) .(1 + tan ©  tantn. ) ... (4.7)
If 1-j or ^exceeds w  then the member is not shadowed.
A further check is needed.The direction frcm which the sun is 
shining must be determined.The distances of the shadower end points ard 
the intersection point frcm a plane perpendicular to the sun's rays are 
compared. The distance frcm a point (x^,y^,z^) to the plane a x  + b y  + c z  
= d is a x^+ b  y^+ c z^- d.As the equation of a plane perpendicular to the 
sun's rays is -sin © x + tan a y  + cos ©  z = d the problem is solved by 
comparing the magnitude of the quantity -sin ©  x^+ tan y^+ cos ©  for 
the three points under consideration.The point with the smallest value for 
this expression is closest to the sun.The intersection point must be 
further away frcm the sun than one of the shadower end points for it to be 
shadowed.
Finally the angle between the shadowee and the shadow plane is found 
and the shadow width is determined.The angle between the line with 
direction ratios with a : b : c and the plane A x  + B y  + C z  = D i s
given by
sinju = a A- + b B * c C , . . ( 4 .8 )
The shadow width is d/ sin if/ where d is the member diameter.
4.3 Self-Shadowdng Study
A  review of the literature reveals that a comprehensive study of the 
nature of self-shadowing events has not been undertaken.Specific case 
studies have been made, but there has been no attempt to discover which 
parameters infuence the number of shadows produced in an orbiting truss.
Figure 4.3 shov/s the number of shadows produced at 20° intervals 
during one orbit in the ecliptic plane by a four-bay paraboloidal 
tetrahedral truss.0°represents the noon position - when the sun's rays are 
directly behind the truss .At this point the front face members are 
shadowed by the back face members.The front face is the face closest to
90
the earth.90°represents 6.00pm ,180° is midnight and 270° is 6.00am.
*
Shadowing events are shown at 0°= 180 even though in reality the whole 
truss will be shadowed by the earth at that point.
The nodal distribution on the inner surface of this truss is 
determined by normal projection of a planar equilateral triangle pattern 
on to the paraboloidal surf ace. The core or tripod members of the truss are 
of equal length and this restriction determines the node positions on the 
back surface. The nodes of the truss are numbered transversely to the 
centre line as shown in figure 4.4.The numbering is carried out along 
horizontal lines progressing frcm one end of the structure to the 
other.The elements are numbered beginning with the horizontal members and 
then proceeding through the other five sets of members (members in a set 
are similarly orientated). Also shown in Figure 4.4 are the truss nodal 
co-ordinates.
Fran figure 4.3 it can be seen that the density of shadowing 
increases as the truss moves away frcm the noon position and is at a 
maximum when the sun's rays are edge-on to the truss near 6:00 and 18:00 
hrs.
Figure 4.5 is a graph showing the relationship between the truss 
position in the ecliptic orbit and the number of cross member shadows.The 
plateaux in the graph correspond to periods when new sets of shadowees are 
not being introduced to the shadower.
Figure 4.6 is a plot of the number of shadows against the satellite 
position during an orbit for a 6-bay paraboloidal tetrahedral truss.
The author's program SHADOWEE was developed to facilitate detailed 
examination of the movement of shadows over particular truss members.
The shadow plot for member 6,shown in figure 4.8, will be discussed 
in detail in order that the reader may interperate its meaning precisely. 
The 180 parallel lines of the shadow plot represent the member at 2 
angular intervals during an orbit in the ecliptic plane.The shadow lengths 
are drawn on the member in dark black for each orbital position.The 
shadowers of member 6 are shown in figure 4.7 .These members are numbered 
26,27,28,48,49 and 50 and are all on the back face of the truss. At the 
orbital position of 292° member 26 casts a shadow on one end of member 6 
and this shadow progresses quickly along the member leaving frcm the
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opposite end at position 310°.The shadow takes approximately 72 minutes to 
pass over member 6.Meanwhile member 48 has begun shadowing member 6.This 
shadow moves along the member between orbital positions of 300° and 336° on 
average moving at only half the speed of the shadow cast by member 26.The 
shadow cast by member 27 progresses across member 6 during the period frcm 
316°to 0° ard frcm 0°to 14°.The shadow of member 49 follows, moving at a 
similar slow speed. Shadows frcm members 28 and 50 complete the shadowing 
events,their shadows moving quickly.lt can be seen that shadowers distant 
frcm the shadowee cast shadows which move across the shadowee quickly, 
while near shadowers cast slow moving shadows.In sunmary,member 6 
experiences shadowing continuously between orbital positions 292° and 
42€?,and, for nearly 70 per cent of this time, two shadows are present on 
the member.
The author's program ,SHADOWEE, may be used to discover whether it 
is possible to reduce the amount of computation necessary to predict all 
shadowing events in the truss for certain orbits.
Shadow plots (figures 4.8 to 4.16) were drawn for the following 
members:
• 6 '
31>Front face members
52
75'
84 
95 
9 '
34 
56,
The shadow positions on member 75 at an orbital position ©  are the 
same at position 360 - ©. This wall also be the case for any member
colinear with the centre line AA, (drawn in figure 4.4), and for such 
members shadow calculations frcm 0°to 180°only are necessary.
Members 6 and 9 are members that cross the centre line.Shadowing 
events for the complete orbit must be calculated for these members.
Members 34 and 56 also exhibit an interesting characteristic in 
their shadow plots.The shadow positions on member 34 at an orbital
Core members
Back face members
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position © are the same as those on member 56 at position 360 - ©. This 
%
is also true for the member pairs 84 and 95, and 31 and 52.In general, if 
a member reflected in the line AA produces an image coincident with 
another member,then these two members have the shadow plot characteristic 
noted above.
A  further point of interest to be gleaned frcm the shadow plots for 
the members investigated, is that the front face members are only shadowed 
between 270° and 360°,and between 0°and 90°,and that back face members are 
only shadowed between 90° and 270°.
It is apparent frcm this investigation that shadowing computations 
can be reduced by at least half.
All the observations regarding reduction of shadow computation time 
are true for orbits at any time of year.
4.4 The Effect of Self-Shadowing on Member Temperatures
The author’s program ,CONDUCTION, predicts the temperature 
distribution along a shadowee member length for selected intervals during 
a chosen orbit.Finite difference approximations in distance and in time 
are made .The energy balance equation at any point on the shadowee contains 
capacitance,conduction,radiation to space and incoming radiation terms.The 
temperature gradient around the circumference and through the thickness of 
the tube are ignored.The energy balance equation is
/O c v  dT - k  V  d 2T + e o  Ar T^= Ai q 
dt
/O c t dT - k t <£t  + e cTT^= q / it , ...(4.9)
c!t d’x*
The finite difference approximation to this equation is
2 j o  c t (To,m - Tb,m-1 )/h
- k t ((T-i - 2 To + T/])m + (T-1 - 2 To + TV|-.)m-1)
+ cr e (Tb,m^+ To,m-1 = ^ 1 (qm + qm-1) ... (4.10)
ir
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where the suffixes -1,0 and 1 refer to nodes on the member and the 
*
suffixes m-land m  refer to time.Adjacent nodes are separated by a distance A  
,and the time step is of length h.
With n nodes in the finite difference model the system of n 
equations at time tm is expressed in matrix form as
U l f T )  * IB l f f y  = (CJ  (4-11)
f i x'!nxn fix'! nxn n*T
Newton's method for nonlinear systems is used to solve for the node 
temperatures T at each time step.The starting values for T and the 
conduction terms at the member end points at each time step must be 
known.The iterative method converges by use of the formula
_ (T)Vl} = { T j l -  { [A] .  . ( lA ] f r i}<-tBl(T;',j  -  (CJ) ...(4 .1 2 )
where the terms in B' are 
Bij' « Bij.Ti3
If the maiiber has low axial conduction then a reasonable assumption 
to satisfy boundary conditions is that the conduction terms at the member 
end points are zero.If the member has high axial conduction the individual 
members cannot be considered in isolation, and the conduction of heat frcm 
one truss member to another must be taken into account.The discussion of 
shadow effects which follows will be restricted to the case of members 
with low conduction, ie conduction of heat frcm one member to another will 
be ignored.
O'Neill and Zich (47) ignore conduction along composite truss 
members entirely and so consider the energy balance equation for a 
sub-element to be
/O c h  dT/dt = q/ir - ere T *  .♦...{ 4.13)
Each sub-element along a member is considered to be isothermal. The 
solution to equation 4.13 is
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A + T =* (A - T) B exp( F + G - 2 tan1T/A) M .U.U)
where A=(q/ir cr e)H 
B =(A + T*j)/(A - T*j)
F = 2 tan1T-|/ A 
G = 4 A^ cr.-g (t - t*j)/o c h 
T is a known temperature at time t 
T is an unknown temperature at time t 
h is the tube thickness
If the heat load on a sub-element is zero at time t then the term A 
in equation 4.14 is also zero and so that equation cannot be used to find 
T.In this case
T = ( p  h  c/(3 (t - fa,) e c f T f + x j h e J P T 1 _ ... . (4.15)
The shadows are considered to be urribral shadows - penumbra effects 
are ignored here.This is a "worst case" analysis-.It is possible ,at the 
expense of increased computing time,to consider the situation where the 
shadowing member does not fully obscure the sun, and so shadowed parts of 
a member do receive seme heat. O'Neill and Zich (47) show how the solar 
disc reduction factor is calculated.
To determine the significance of self shadowing effects,a heavily 
shadowed member of the four bay truss will be investigated. Such a member 
is member 29.The shadow plot is shown in figure 4.17 .Although only 
shadowed during the period frcm 12°to 90°,at times this member is shadowed 
by as many as ten shadowers. Temperature distributions due to self 
shadowing effects were found using both the "conduction" and "no 
conduction" approaches outlined above.
The author's program CONDUCTION uses the finite difference method 
approach to calculate temperatures due to self shadowing while the 
author's program NO.CONDUCTION divides the shadowee into many sub-elements 
and applies equation 4.14 or 4.15 to solve for each sub-element 
temperature T at a time t.
Graphs showing the temperature distribution along the length of the 
shadowed member have been produced. The results obtained frcm using 
CONDUCTION are shown in figures 4.18 to 4.22 ,and those obtained by
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NO.CONDUCTION in figures 4.23 to 4.27 . It can be seen frcm these figures 
that the shadow moving across the member with the greatest velocity has a 
temperature trough that is shallow in ccmparison to the slow moving 
shadow.
The graphs produced by using ISD. CONDUCTION exhibit a lack of 
smoothness in the curve in the region of the fastest moving shadow.This is 
due to the inadequacy of the calculation technique when dealing with high 
velocities.Heat loads for the sub-elements were calculated at 1/4°
intervals.A smoother curve would result if smaller time intervals wore 
used.
Including conduction in the finite difference model increases the 
CPU time of the computation substantially but a much smoother curve 
results and with a longitudinal thermal conductivity of 45 W/m° K, the 
temperature distribution in the shadowed region differs appreciably frcm 
the distribution predicted when the conductivity is ignored.In the 
conduction case the temperature troughs widen and beccme shallow.
The shadowee may only be considered in isolation if the conduction 
frcm its ends is ignored.In this circumstance the average temperature of a 
member subject to shadows must be the same whether conduction within the 
member is considered or not.This comment is confirmed by the average 
temperatures in figures 4.18 to 4.27 .
The average temperatures of member 29 when shadowing is considered 
are compared to the average temperatures of the member when shadowing is 
ignored in the list below. The program NO.CONDUCTION was used for the 
shadowing case, and TEMP for the non-shadowed case.
Orbital position frcm Noon Average Temperature Average Temperature
-Shadowing Considered -Shadowing Ignored
20 304.624 306.847
30 303.707 305.976
40 302.883 304.595
50 300.49 302.827
60 296.207 300.845
70 290.427 298.869
80 290.539 297.149
The member is over 8°K colder when shadowing is taken into
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account at 0 = 70°.
The reduction of the average temperature of a member subject to 
shadowing frcm up-sun members is influenced by the slenderness of the 
shadower and the enissivity of the shadowee surface.
The effect of shadower slenderness on shadowee temperatures is shown 
in figure 4.28 for member 29 at & = 70°. The gradient of the curve is very 
nearly constant.The drop in shadowee average temperature is directly 
proportional to the shadower tube diameter.
The effect of shadowee emissivity on the average shadowee 
temperature is shown below. The member examined is again member 29 at & = 
70°.The a s/e ratio is maintained at 9/8.
Shadowee Bnissivity Temperature Drop Due
to Shadowing 
0.8 8.442
0.6 8.298
0.4 7.807
0.2 6.602
The effect is shown to be snail.
The temperature drops in members of a tetrahedral truss will be 
greater the more members there are in the truss. Member 70 of a six bay 
truss, is a member on the edge of the truss with a similar orientation to 
member 29 of the four bay truss.Comparing the shadow plots for these 
meribers(figures 4.17 and 4.29 ) it can be seen that member 70 (six bay 
truss) experiences extra shadowing events near the 90 position(when the 
sun's rays are edge-on to the truss) .For instance, at & — 80° ,member 29
(four bay truss) is shadowed by nine members,while member 70 (six bay
truss) experiences 13 shadows .Both trusses have a diameter of 30m.It is 
apparent that trusses with a large number of bays will produce a very 
large number of self-shadowing events which will greatly affect the member 
temperatures.
It is important to discover the magnitude of temperature 
differentials between the faces of truss,as these differentials give rise 
to bending deflections.
For one half of the orbit the back face menbers cast shadows on the
front face members, and for the other half of the orbit the reverse is
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true.There is obviously potential for a temperature differential between 
the faces to develop. Developing this argument further, it is seen frcm 
figures 4.3(a) to 4.3(r) that the greatest differential will occur near 90° 
(6:00 hrs) and 270°(18:00hrs).
4.5 Mesh Shadowing
The author' s program MESH examines the shadowing of truss members 
by the reflecting mesh during an orbit in the ecliptic plane.
As a preliminary step it is noted that the period frcm ©  = 90° to 270° 
the members of the truss on the face supporting the mesh are assumed to be 
completely shadowed.
Each potential shadowee is examined in turn.Consider figure 4.31(b)
, which shows the state of shadowing in the truss at ©  = 120°. Members 
47,54,35 and 40 are on the edge of the truss (and the mesh) and so
determine the position of the mesh shadow boundary during the period frcm
©  = 90° to 180°. The procedure to be followed for a potential shadowee is:
a) The node numbers of the shadowee end points are found frcm the 
relevant data file.
b) For each shadowee end point the "edge member" that produces
shadows in the same transverse bay is determined. The co-ordinates of the 
end points of the shadowing edge member are noted as (x^, y-j , ) and (X2,
y2 , z2).
c) For each node of the shadowee the equation of the relevant shadow 
edge plane is determined:
cos ©  ( y^- y2 ) x + [ - sin ©  ( z^~ z2) + cos ©  ( x2- x^) ] y
- sin ©  ( y2 - y,, ) z
= sin ©  ( z1y2 - z2y*]) + cos ©  ( yj x2~ y2 x^)
If the shadowee end point has co-ordinates (x3, y^, z 3 ) then the
node will be in shadow if x < x3or out of shadow if x > x3where
[ - sin ©  ( z1y2- z2yj ) + cos ©  ( y<]X2- y2x1 ) 
in ©  ( z>j- z2 ) + cos ©  ( x2- x-j) ] y3- [ - sin ©  ( y2“ y-j ) z3]]
x = ssc Q
L-V2 — <
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(d) If both shadowee end points are shadowed then the whole member 
is shadowed. If neither end point is shadowed then the member is not 
shadowed.The case where the member is partly shadowed (ie only one end 
node shadowed) must be examined in greater detail.
(e) For the case of the partly shadowed member,the point at which 
the mesh shadow boundary intersects the member must be determined.The x 
co-ordinate of this point is easily found, as the equation of the mesh 
shadow boundary is given by equation 4.16 and the equation of the shadowee 
line is
x - 3 = y j:_y3= z J L z3 *
x4 -  x3 Yl ~ Yj  24 "  z3
All the potential shadowees are treated in a similar manner and when 
this process is complete the information required to produce plots such as 
those of figs 4.30(a) to 4.30(c) is then available.
Chambers et al (50) have noted that the optical transmissivity of a 
radio frequency reflecting mesh varies with the solar incidence angle .The 
transmissivity determines the proportion of the incident heat load that 
"passes through" the reflecting mesh. The variation for a mesh with 14 
openings per inch is:
Angle of Incidence Transmissivity 
of Sun frcm Mesh 
Normal
0 0.9
10 0.9
20 0.9
30 0.89
40 0.88
50 0.87
60 . 0.86 
70 0.82
80 0.68
90 0.0
The shadow® cast by the reflecting mesh at & = 105°, 120°and 135° are 
shown in figures 4.30(a) to 4.30(c) respectively.In the region of 0  = 90° 
the mesh casts shadows on the front face members and only a few
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core members.The back face members are not shaded.In these circumstances 
the front face members will be cooler than other members and this will 
induce bending in the truss.
The out-of-plane distortions in the front face of the truss, 
produced by such thermal gradients must be minimised for high quality 
electrical performance of the reflecting mesh.
An approximate expression for the lateral deflection of the truss
due to a temperature difference between the two faces is
il = « I l / ( 8 H )  ...(4.10)
where L is the span of the truss 
H is the depth of the truss 
<x is the CTE of the truss members 
AT is the temperature differential between 
the surfaces.
Btor a given truss span,the deflection may be decreased by achieving 
a low coefficient of expansion material,minimising the temperature
differential and/or deepening the truss. Efforts are being made to 
develop near-zero CTE materials but it must be remembered that the CTE 
changes both with temperature and exposure to the space environment,and so 
it is not possible to achieve a material which maintains a stable zero 
CTE.The temperature differential may be decreased by using a material with 
high conductivity. Graphite fibre/metal matrix composites are being 
developed that have all the attributes of graphite/epoxy composites and 
also have higher conductivity. One problem with increasing the depth of the 
truss (by lengthening the core members) is that for ratios of core member 
length to face member length of greater than 1.4, the deviations frcm the 
desired paraboloidal shape of the front face of the truss due to member 
length variations(ie fabrication errors) , increase rapidly. This result 
was discovered by Greene(19) .Certainly,a ratio of 1.4 would be beneficial 
in lessening bending of the truss due to temperature gradients.
4.5 Conclusions
The author1 s program SIADOW may be used to predict self-shadowing 
events within an orbiting truss for any orbit.
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The graphic output frcm SHADOW illustrates shadowing of the truss at 
selected intervals.The density of shadowing increases as the truss moves 
away frcm the noon position and is at a maximum when the sun's rays are 
edge on to the truss near 6:00 and 18:00 hrs..
The number of shadowing events per member during an orbit increases 
as the number of bays (and elements) in the truss is increased.
The author' s program SHADOWEE is used to examine the shadowing 
history of a chosen member in detail.The positions and lengths of shadows 
on a member are illustrated at intervals of 2° around the orbit .The 
relative speed of movement of shadows is shown by  the shadow plots. In 
trusses with large numbers of bays distant shadowers will move over the 
shadowee with great speed and in rapid succession.This phenomenon may 
induce longitudinal vibration in the shadowee.
Results frcm the program SHADOWEE may be used to show that the 
amount of amputation necessary to predict all shadowing events may be 
reduced by at least half, if various syrrmetry conditions are taken into 
account.
The author's programs CONDUCTION and ISO.CONDUCTION may be used to 
determine the effect of self-shadowing on member temperatures.The 
CONDUCTION program uses a finite difference model in distance and in time 
and is a very slow program to run.NO.CONDUCTION divides a shadowee into 
sub-elements and, with conduction neglected,once the heat load history of 
a sub-element is known,its temperature history is available frcm a closed 
form equation.NO.CONDUCTION does not predict the temperature distribution 
within the element well but it does provide an accurate average 
temperature solution.
In a 30 metre diameter,four bay truss, with 50irm diameter members, 
shadowing by up>-sun members of the truss may cool shadowees by 10°K.The 
magnitude of this temperature drop doubles if lOQnm diameter members are 
used.
Shadowee anissivity has a very minor effect on shadowed member 
average temperatures.
Trusses with a large number of bays will produce a very large number 
of self-shadowing events which will greatly affect the member 
temperatures.
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Temperature differentials between the faces of the truss due to 
self-shadowing will give rise to bending deflections of the truss.The 
greatest differentials will occur near 6:00 hrs and 18:00 hrs.
The author's program MESH examines the shadowing of truss members by 
the reflecting mesh during an orbit in the ecliptic plane.In the region of 
©  = 90° the mesh casts shadow on the front face members and only a few core 
members.The back face members are not shaded.In these circumstances the 
front face members will be cooler than other members and this will induce 
bending in the truss.
Metal matrix composites are being developed and these have the 
advantage over resin matrix composites of having high axial conductivity 
which will reduce temperature differentials within the truss.
Deepening the truss will reduce bending deflections arising from 
temperature differentials.However, such deepening must be limited so that 
the surface accuracy of the reflecting mesh is not degraded by fabrication 
errors.
Shadowing of truss members by spacecraft components such as the 
spacecraft bus,the feed or solar panels must be considered.Such shadowing 
is strongly influenced by the design of the satellite and so general 
conclusions cannot be made about its effects.
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Figure 4.1 The Shadow Plane Projected 
by a Truss Member
Orbital Position: ©
Angle between Sun’s Rays 
and Orbital Plane •" -a.
I
>W t >
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•Figure 4.2 Distance BetweerUntersection Point 
and Shadow Plane Boundary
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FIGURE 4.28
THE INFLUENCE OF SHADOWER DIAMETER ON 
SHADOWEE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
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Figure 4.30(a)
Mesh Shadowing at 0=105°
Figure 4.30(b)
Mesh Shadowing a t 0-=12O°
Figure 4.30(c)
Mesh Shadowing af 0=135°
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CHAPTER 5
Adhesive Stresses in Bonded Tubular Joints
Adhesive bonding will be used to join the structural members to the 
node fittings of orbiting trusses.Adhesive bonding is the lightest joining 
technique and is the technique best suited to join lightweight materials 
and also dissimilar materials.
Adhesive bonds on spacecraft 'Will be subject to shock and vibration 
during launch and orbit transfer to geostationary orbit,and also the high 
vacuum, thermal cycling between temperature extremes and radiation 
bombardment experienced in the space environment.
The composite tubes may well be joined to aluminium fittings as 
aluminium is readily available,relatively inexpensive, copes well with 
physical handling and can be machined to complex shapes and to close 
tolerances. It is also worth noting that as the composite tube may well 
have a negative CTE ,the positive CTE of an aluminium nodal joint can have 
a displacement reducing effect.
High axial stiffness is a major requirement in tubular members of 
orbiting trusses to minimise structural displacements.High axial stiffness 
is usually accompanied by a near-zero or negative axial GTE in CFRP 
members.If the nodal joint is made of aluminium with its relatively high 
and positive CTE then it is possible to produce a net axial CTE of zero by 
balancing the lengths of the CFRP tube and the aluminium joint.In practice 
a net zero CTE is difficult to achieve especially as material properties 
change both with temperature and with exposure to the space environment.
Camahort and Mulroy (51) have developed a double-adhesive bonding 
method which is especially suited to bonding materials with very different 
coefficients of thermal expansion that are subject to the temperature 
extremes of space. Engineers are faced with the problem that while high 
temperature curing adhesives produce a good bond ,they are also 
instrumental in the development of thermal stresses in the adhesive upon 
cooling.In the double-adhesive bonding method a high temperature curing 
film adhesive is applied to the adherend surfaces,maximumising the surface
5 .1  Introduction
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energetics of wetting,spreading and adhesion.The adherends are then bonded 
%
together with a roan temperature curing adhesive. Good adhesion is assured 
and thermal stresses in the bondline are minimised by this approach.
Wolff et al(52) examined the effect of thermal cycling on carbon 
fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) tubes with adhesively bonded aluminium end 
fittings,both by an opto-acoustic technique and use of a finite element 
model.
Stone (53) has shown experimentally that thermally induced stresses 
greatly reduce the low temperature strength of planar joints between 
metals and CFRP.Stone found that strength was increased by using titanium 
rather than aluminium end fittings.The use of titanium reduces the thermal 
mismatch between the CFRP and the end fitting.
In a well designed joint the peak adhesive stresses arising from 
thermal loading should be small and certainly within the elastic region of 
the adhesive material behaviour.The adhesive should not be the weak link 
in the structure and indeed other failure modes should be 
investigated.These include adherend interlaminar tension failure and 
adherend axial tension failure.
Higuera and Kural (54) have conducted a parametric finite element 
study of tubular joints involving graphite epoxy tubes and metallic 
fittings.They noted that a comprehensive treatment of tubular joints by 
classical analytical methods is not to be found in the literature.
Theoretical methods are needed to calculate adhesive stresses in 
adhesive joints in a low temperature environment.They enable parameter 
studies to be carried out .The most significant influences on adhesive 
stresses may then be determined.Thermally induced stresses must be
minimised so that they do not act in combination with mechanically induced 
stresses to cause structural problems.
Classical analyses will be developed to predict the magnitude of
thermally induced elastic adhesive stresses in tubular
joints .Fibre-reinforced composites exhibit a ratio of in-plane modulus of 
elasticity to transverse shear modulus which is much higher than the ratio 
found in isotropic materials. Two shell theories will be presented.In the
first the shear deformation of the adherends is neglected.The second and
more complex theory will include this shear deformation.In both cases the
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results will be compared with a rigorous finite element analysis.
Ml
Studies will be undertaken to discover the joint parameters that 
influence the magnitude of adhesive stresses.
The "graded seal" concept is one technique which might be used to 
relieve thermal stresses.One or more layers of material, with CTEs between 
the two extremes of the metal and the composite adherends , are sandwiched 
into the bonded joints to relieve the mismatch problem. It is shown here 
that the joint with a graded seal may also be analysed by classical 
methods.
The benefit of using classical techniques is that they make 
simplifying assumptions that reduce the computational time required to 
determine stresses.This may save money and it certainly saves the 
designer's time.
The classical analyses will now be outlined.The assumptions upon 
which they rely are noted.The accuracy of the methods is determined by 
comparison with more rigorous finite element solutions.
Temperature gradients in a joint in sunlight may induce high 
adhesive stresses .The methods for calculating these temperatures and 
stresses are outlined.
The chapter concludes with an investigation into the performance of 
alternative types of adhesive bonded tubular joints ,such as, the 
scarf,single-stepped lap and inset-lap joints.
5.2 Mathematical Analysis of Tubular Lap Joints
with Orthotropic Adherends
5.2.1 Adherends Treated as Classical Thin Shells
Lubkin and Reissner's theory (55) represents the only attempt at 
providing an analytical technique for studying tubular lap joint 
behaviour .Their work addressed isotropic adherends subject to mechanical 
loads.
The following theory considers thermal loading of tubular lap joints 
with orthotropic adherends.Shear deformation of the composite adherend is 
neglected in this section but included in the next.
Hie temperatures in the tubular lap joint sire assumed to be axially 
symmetric.
Hie isotropic adhesive is modelled as an infinite nutber of 
tension-shear springs.Hie normal stress o'and shear stress t. do not vary 
through the thickness of the adhesive.
Free-body equilibrium diagrams for the adherends in the bonded 
region are shown in figure 5.1.Hie adherends are subject to normal and 
shear stresses at the interface with the adhesive layer.longitudinal and 
hoop stresses are present in the shells and each cross-section along the 
length of the joint experiences a certain bending moment and shear force.
Hie following relationships are developed by ensuring equilibrium of 
forces in the longitudinal and hoop directions and moment equilibrium in 
the body.
Hie axial and transverse shear stress resultants (P and V) and 
stress couples(M) are represented as forces and moments per unit length of 
the mid-circumference of the relevant adherend tube.The hoop-stress 
resultants N are forces per unit axial length.
ai dPi/dx f at. « 0 : i.=l,2
ai dVi/dx - Ni + a O' = 0 s i=l, 2
ai dMi/dx - ai Vi + a (ti + n ) T /2 = 0 s i=l,2
Defining by and 113 the axial deflections of the adherend middle 
surfaces and by and w^the transverse deflections of the adherend middle 
surfaces,the stress-strain equations of thin shell theory yield
Mi » ~Di d^wi/d x2 : i=l,2
where Di = Exi t± Vl2(l - vrti \^i )
Pi - y*i Ni = Exi t i (dui/dx -©<xi T) :i=l, 2
Ni - vM i Pi = Etei ti (wi -cxei T) :i=l,2
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The adhesive stress-strain equations assuming linear elastic 
material behaviour are
o / E  -  (w 2 -  w - j ) / n .
t/G=((u2+ t2dW2/2dx) - (u-|-t^dw^/2dx) )/n
There are twelve boundary conditions. Six of these are quite easily 
obtained
x = 1 c, Pi = Vi = Mi =0 :i=l, 2
The remaining conditions are found by ensuring continuity of 
Pi,Vi,Mi,Ni,wi and dwi/dx at x=^c.
Outside the bonded region x  = 0,cr = 0 and P = 0.
ai d2M/dx2~ ai dVi/dx = 0
d^wi/d x^+ 4Ai*wi = (E©i ti«*©i T)/Di ai
whereAi*= E©i ti /(4 Di ai2)
The solution which is finite at x = - ^ i s  applied to adherend 1. 
This solution is
wsj =(A cos/\x + B sin/\x )e + a ^ o ^ T
It is then a simple matter to derive the boundary conditions at x =
- c
W/i = J5Z,  - + a,<* ©-, T
2 ^  2A11D1
and dwj/dx =_Vj_ _ 13'}
2 A1D1 X1D1
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The sixth boundary condition at x = -c is that P-j = 0.
In a similar manner the remaining boundary conditions at x = c are 
derived:
W2= ^  ^  + ° ^ T
dw7/dx = Vgu + M?..
2A{XD2 42D 2
It is noted that a^  Pj + a2 P2 = 0 and a new variable PQ is defined such
that
a Po = a2P2 - , 2 x = dPo/dx
2 ai Pi = ? a Po : i=L,2
Using the equilibrium,adherend stress-strain and adhesive stress- 
strain equations three simultaneous differential equations for w-|, w2and 
To are developed. These equations are included .in Appendix 3 and are 
solved by a finite difference approach using the N A G  routine D02GBF 
(56).The author's program THIN.SHELL determines adhesive stresses using 
the above theory.
5.2 Adherends Treated as Shells with Transverse Shear Deformation 
The equilibrium equations are again:
ai dPi/dx ± a x = 0  : i=l,2
ai dVi/dx - Ni ± a cr = 0 :i=l,2
ai dMi/dx - ai Vi + a(ti+ n)r/2 = 0 :i=l,2
The adherend stress strain equations became:
Mi = Di dBi/dx : i=l,2
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Vi - (5/6) Gxyi ti (Bix + dwi/dx) : i=l,2
Pi - v^i Ni = Exi ti (dui/dx - °<xi T) : i=l,2 
Ni - Pi = E©i ti (wi/ai -°<&i T) : i=l,2 
The adhesive stress-strain relationships are: 
o/E = (w2- w 1 )/n
x/G = ((u2- t2B2/2) - (u^+ t^B'j/ 2))/n
Six of the twelve boundary conditions are easily determined: 
x = ±c, Pi = Vi = Mi = 0 : i=l, 2 
Outside the bonded region X = cr -  P - 0 and so 
d2Mi/dx2-dVi/dx = 0
d^wi/dx^t bi d2wd/dx2+ ci m  = Eei ti x©i T/tDi ai) 
where bi = -6 Eei/5 Gxyi ai2) 
ci = Eoi tiytDi ai2)
for adherend 1 a solution to this equation is required that is 
finite at x =*<*> and this is:
w-j = e ^ A  cos qx + B sin qx) + a ^ o ^ T  
where
r = (1/2) (2 J a - b f e
q = (1/2) (2,6- b)h  
At x = -c
[ 2 )/2 _
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d w - j  / d x  =  ^ h % J i g . )  _ 2 r . l L
Similarly it can be shown that at x = c
^ 2 =  ~-^g ( ■ ~ — g jp — + eX0232"l'
dw2/dx =^^jr_iLj * ^roMo 
°2 C2 D2r 2
Knowing that a^P^+ a2P2= 0 a new variable Po is introduced such that
a Po = a2P2- ,2 x =  dPo/dx
2 ai Pi = + a Po : i=l, 2
The equilibrium, adherend stress strain and adhesive stress-strain 
equations are used to develop three simultaneous diffrential equations for 
w ^ , W2and To . These equations are also included in Appendix 3.
The program SHEAR. DEFORMATION solves this system of equations to 
produce the adhesive peel and shear stresses.
5.3 Finite Element Analysis of Tubular Lap Joint Using Axisynmetric 
Thin Shell and Spring Elements
Loss and Kedward (57) have discussed the use of beam,plate and 
spring elements in the analysis of planar single lap, double lap, step and 
scarf joints.
Axisynmetric thin shell and spring elements of the ANSYS finite 
element package may be used to study the development of thermal stresses 
in adhesive bonded tubular lap joints .Plastic material behaviour of the 
adhesive may be accounted for by the use of nonlinear force-deflection 
elements. The use of such elements allows solution to both linear and
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nonlinear problems to be obtained very much faster than if 2-D 
isoparametric elements (axisyimetric) are used.
The elements of the ANSYS package used in this work are: 
STIFll-Axisynmetric Conical Shell Element, STIF14 Spring-Damper Element and 
STIF39 Nonlinear Force Deflection Element .Hoop effects in the adhesive are 
neglected.The shear stiffness of the adhesive is modelled by the STIF39 
elements aligned in the joint longitudinal direction,while the peel 
stiffness is represented by the STIF14 elements orientated in the radial 
direction .A shear yield criterion based on shear stresses and strains 
alone is assumed to be adequate to "characterise the nonlinear behaviour of 
the adhesive.
The axisymmetric shell element material properties are defined for 
the axial and hoop directions only.Through the thickness properties of the 
adherends are ignored as is the possibility of transverse shear 
deformation.
Figure 5.2 illustrates tire element and node geometry of the tubular 
lap joint.
All the axisymmetric shell elements are of the same length.This 
simplifies the data input for the ANSYS runs.The y-co-ordinate of the 
adherend nodes is the mid-plane co-ordinate.The adhesive is modelled by 
springs which connect nodes positioned at the adherend-adhesive 
interfaces.Both interface nodes are rigidly coupled to a node in the 
adjacent adherend which has the same x-co-ordinate .The CERIG command 
automatically generates constraint equations relating the interface node 
displacements to the adjacent adherend node displacements. In this case 
the constraints are that y-direction displacements of the nodes must be 
identical,and that the x-direction displacements differ by an amount 
arising frcm the rotation of the adherend node.Each pair of interface 
nodes (having the same x-co-ordinate) is joined by a peel spring and a 
shear spring.The shear spring has zero length, while the length of the 
peel spring is the adhesive thickness.The shear springs have a stiffness 
K shear = 1 a G/ n
where 1 is the axial spacing between nodes
a is the radius of the middle surface of the adhesive layer.
G is the shear modulus of the adhesive
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n is the adhesive thickness
It can be seen that the spring represents a volume with dimensions 
l,n and one radian of circumference.In the output frcm an ANSYS run the 
spring forces are per radian of circumference in an axisynmetric analysis.
Springs at the end of the bonded region represent only half the 
above volume ie
K shear end = 1 a G/2 n
The peel stiffness of the spring is
K peel = 1 a E/n
where E is the elastic modulus of the adhesive
K  peel end = 1 a E/2 n
The volume of the peel spring is the same as the shear spring.
5.4 Finite Element Analysis of Tubular Lap Joint Using 2-D 
Isoparametric Solid Elements
The 2-D Isoparametric Solid Element,known in the ANSYS package as 
STIF42,may be used as a biaxial plane element (plane stress or plane 
strain) or as an axisynmetric ring element.Axisynmetric stress analyses 
are essentially two dimensional.There are two degrees of freedom at each 
node of the STIF42 element.The displacement functions for the axisynmetric 
ring element are identical to those of the biaxial plane element.The two 
degrees of freedom at each node of the axisynmetric ring element are in 
the radial and axial directions, there being no displacement in the hoop 
direction.The significant difference between the axisynmetric and the 
plane stress analyses is that in the axisymmetrical case,radial 
displacement gives rise to strain and associated stress in the hoop 
direction.Hence a fourth component of strain and stress are considered.
Other elements available in ANSYS which may be used to model 
axisynmetric solids are STIF25 (Axisynmetric Structural Solid with 
Nonaxisymmetric Loading) ,STIF82(2-D Multi-Node Isoparametric Solid) and 
STIF83 (Multi-Node Axisynmetric Structural Solid with Non-Axisynmetric 
Loading).
The STIF82 element is a higher order version of the four-node STIF42 
elements.The multi-node element is defined by four to eight nodal
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points,each node having two degrees of freedom.
The analyst has the choice of using a large number of the primitive 
STIF42 elements or using a smaller number of the sophisticated STIF82 
elements .In this chapter the STIF42 element was used. The element is 
described in detail in the ANSYS theoretical manual(58).
5.5 Comparison of Shell Theory and Finite Element Method Results
The following mechanical properties are common to all analyses of 
this chapter:
Aluminium (isotropic)
E(GN/m2) v CrE(10"6/°C )
72.4 0.3 23.4
Adhesive (isotropic)
E(GN/m2) v CTE(10~ty°C )
3.0 0.3 15.0
In the first instance a high modulus graphite/epoxy unidirectional 
ccmposite with the following properties is considered.
El (GN/m2) Et (GN/m2) v It vtt CTE 1 (lCT^C ) CTE t (lO'^C )
138.0 7.0 0.25 0.25 -0.06 36.5
A  tubular joint in which the ccmposite is the inner adherend and the 
aluminium the outer adherend will be examined. Both the ccmposite and the 
aluminium tubes are 0.5nm thick.The outside diameter of the ccmposite tube 
is 15itm and the adhesive layer is 0.15mm thick.The overlap is 36irm in 
length. The temperature is assumed to be 100°K  below the stress free 
temperature of the joint.
The mesh of STIF42 elements used to perform the stress analysis of 
this joint is shown in figure 5.3.The density of elements is high in 
regions where stresses are expected to vary rapidly over short distances.
For the less rigorous finite element analysis in which axisynmetric 
shell and spring elements are used,the shell elements are of equal length 
throughout the overlap region in the manner of figure 5.2.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the adhesive peel and shear stresses 
calculated by each of the four methods outlined in this chapter.In general 
there is excellent agreement between the results from the four methods for
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both adhesive peel and shear stresses. However, one noticable short caning 
is that the simple finite element model (adherends treated as shells and 
adhesive as springs) underestimates the magnitude of the peak peel 
stresses.
Tie CP (ocmputer processing) times required for the four methods for 
this problem are:
Program CPU time (seconds)
THIN. SHELL 19.0
SHEAR. DEFORMATION 19.0
ANSYS (STIF11, STIF39, STIF14) 273.6
ANSYS (STIF42) 434.5
The majority of the CP time used in the ANSYS runs is made up of 
element stiffness formulation times and element stress calculation
times.The wave front solution and back substitution take only a few 
seconds.
The shell theories not only greatly reduce the CP time required to 
analyse a joint,they also reduce the programming effort required by the 
analyst .The data to be input far each program run is minimal .On the other 
hand,the data files required for the ANSYS program can be quite lengthy. 
Formation of the data reeded for the ANSYS input file is a tedious and 
time consuming process and sufficiently complex for the analyst to make 
small but significant errors .A uniform density of elements in the model 
will simplify the formation of the data file.
The author's programs THIN.SHELL and SHEAR.DEFORMATION,based on the 
shell theories, make use of the N A G  routine D02GBF.This routine 
automatically generates a finite difference mesh of points to solve the 
differential equations.The user specifies an accuracy tolerance for the 
solution which the routine meets by suitably refining the mesh.
The analyses based on treating the adherends as axisymmetric thin 
shells differ from the finite element method in which the adherends are 
discretised into axisyimetric solid elements,in that they ignore the 
development of through thickness normal stresses in the adherends.Two of 
the shell analyses also do not account for the through thickness shear 
deformation in the composite adherend.
For thin unidirectional composite tubes, ignoring transverse normal
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stresses and transverse shear deformation does not significantly alter the 
value of the adhesive stresses as shown above.However,the accuracy of the 
classical techniques declines in situations where transverse shear and
transverse normal strains in the composite adherend are large.Such
situations include cases where the composite adherend is relatively thick 
or when the lay up of the laminate is such that adjacent plies have very-
different directional mechanical and thermal properties.
In figures 5.6 and 5.7 the adhesive stresses are shown for a tubular
joint with identical features to that of figure 5.3 except that the
adherend thicknesses have been increased to lirm. The finite element curve 
now differs significantly in shape from the shell theory curves.
There are obviously many alternative laminate lay ups which might be 
employed for the composite adherend.High axial stiffness is a requirement 
for tubular members of orbiting trusses in order that structural
displacements are minimised .To achieve high axial stiffness a popular lay 
up for the tube laminate consists of a core of six to eight 0° layers 
(fibres parallel to the tube axis) and single inner and outer 90°
layers,known as skins,that hold the core layers together by providing same 
hoop strength.Cohan and Johnson ( 59) describe the approach to fabricating 
space structure elements with such lay ups. Consider a joint
incorporating such a lay up,shown in figure 5.8 .The material properties
used for each lamina are:
E l  = 1 3 8  GN/m2 
E t = 7 GN/m2
v It = v tt = 0.25
CTE 1 = -0.06x10“6 /°K
CTE t = 36.5 x 10"6 /°K 
The laminate of figure 5.8 consists of skin layers each 0.125irm
thick and a core of 0°layers which is 0.75nm thick.The laminate properties 
for this lay up are:
E axial = 105.25 GPa 
E hoop = 39.75 GPa
v axial-hoop = 0 . 2 5  
v hoop -axial= 0.072 
CTE axial = 0.919.x10~6/°K
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CTE hoop = 5.26x10~^ °K
The aluminium adherend is lmm thick and the overlap length is 24nm.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate the adhesive stresses using the 
above laminate properties in the shell theory programs and treating each 
lamina individually in the finite element mesh for the ANSYS program.There 
is good agreement between the shell and finite element methods except at 
the very ends of the overlap where the shell methods overestimate the peak 
stresses.Henriksen et al (60) investigated the development of thermally 
induced edge stresses and changes in the laminate longitudinal CTE near 
the edges of flat plate laminates .Similar effects are the likely cause of 
the differences in peak peel and shear stresses found in figures 5.9 and 
5.10.
5.6 Parameter Study
If the composite adherend is a laminate of unidirectional nature 
then,as shown in figure 5.11(a), the length of the overlap has very little 
effect on the magnitude of the adhesive peel and shear
stresses. However, the thickness of the aluminium adherend, relative to the 
composite adherend,is very important in determining these stresses. A  
thick aluminium adherend will give rise to large peak stresses. Another 
important factor influencing the adhesive stresses is the stiffness of the 
adhesive.Figure 5.11(b) shows that adhesive peel and shear stresses can be 
greatly reduce by the use of low modulus adhesives.
The situation differs when the 90/0^/90 laminate adherend is used. 
Figure 5.12 shows that peak peel stresses are smaller when the joint 
overlap is long.The length of the overlap has no significant effect on the 
peak shear stresses in the adhesive.The adhesive stresses increase with 
increasing aluminium adherend thickness.
5.7 The Graded Seal Concept
A  shell theory will be developed to determine the stresses in the 
adhesive layers of a bonded joint consisting of tw*o tubes and an 
intermediate layer of material.
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Consider the tubular joint shown in figure 5.13 .The joint consists 
of the two adherends,a "seal" and two adhesive layers.
The following equilibrium equations are generated by investigation 
of the free-body equilibrium diagrams of Figure 5.13 .
Adherend 1:
aidP'i/dx + b-]T<]= 0
a^dV'j/dx - N-] + fcq cr,'\~ 0
a^dM'j/dx - a-|V]+ = 0
Adherend 2:
a2 d?2 /dx + b ^ -  b ^  = 0
a2dV2/dx - N 2+ b^oj= 0
a2dM2/dx - a 2V2 + (t/2) (b)T-] + b 2T2) = 0
Adherend 3:
a3dP3/dx - b2t2= 0
a3dV3/dx - l^c^^ 0
a3dM3/dx - a3V3+ b2t3x2/2 = 0
The boundary conditions at x= -c are developed in a similar manner 
to section 5.1.It is noted that
a^ P/|+ a2P2+ a3P3= 0
a 2 d P 2 / d x  +  a q d P ^ / d x  +  b jp 2  =  0
a^>dP2/dx + a^dBg/dx - = 0
Define P* and P** as follows: 
x^ = dP*/dx 
X2 = dP**/dx 
It is found that 
a-] P'j = - b*] P* 
a2^2= “ b2P**
a3P3= b^P**
The stress strain equations for the adherends derived frcm thin 
shell theory are
Mi = -Di d2w/dx2 :i=l, 2
where Di = Exi ti3/l2(l -vxei voxi)
Pi - vxei Ni = Exi ti (dui/dx -*xi T)
Ni - vexi Pi = E©i ti (wi/ai ~x.&i T)
For linear elastic adhesive material behaviour
o' I E - (w^ - w-j)/n
X  / G = ((u2+ (t2/2)dw2/dx) - (u^- (t-|/2)dW'i/dx))/n
Using the equilibrium, adherend stress-strain and adhesive stress- 
strain equations five simultaneous differential equations for w-j ,w2 ,w^,P*
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and P** tare generated. These equations are included in Appendix 3.
The author's program TRIPLE makes use of the N A G  routine D02GBF to 
solve this system of differential equations.
Figures 5.14 to 5.17 compare the adhesive stress solutions 
calculated by the author' s shell method and by the finite element method 
using 2D isoparametric elements (axisymmetric) .The three adherends are 
each 0.5mm thick and the adhesive layers are 0.15mm thick.The internal 
radius of the composite tube is 14.5mm .The overlap is again 36mm.The 
properties of the composite and metal tubes are those of section 5.7.1.The 
intermediate fibreglass/epoxy layer has the properties:
E axial = 32.5 GN/m2 
E hoop — 32.5 GN/m2 
E radial= 6.9 GN/m2 
v axial-radial = 0.08
v hoop -axial = 0.064
v hoop -radial = 0.064
CTE axial = 8.6 x 10‘V°K
CTE hoop = 8.6 x 10' V°K
CTE radial = 28.8 x 10'6/° K 
The two solutions show reasonable agreement although the accuracy of 
the classical solution is degraded due to the increased thickness of the 
overlap which gives rise to significant through thickness normal stresses 
in the adherends.These stresses are not accounted for in the shell theory.
Inspection of figures 5.4,5.5 and 5.14 to 5.17 shows that the 
magnitude of the adhesive shear stresses is decreased considerably by 
incorporating the fibreglass/epoxy transition layer in the joint.In this 
example the peak shear stresses are reduced by approximately half.Peel 
stresses are brought about by abrupt changes in geometry and so with an 
increased overlap thickness the peak adhesive stresses are increased.If 
the high peel stress is a problem then it is quite easy to relieve the 
stress by forming bevelled ends to the adherend tubes in a manner 
described by Hart-Smith(61).
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5.8 The Joint in Sunlight
Circumferential temperature gradients arise in both ccmposite and 
aluminium tubes in sunlight.A thermal analysis of a ccmposite tube to 
aluminium node fitting was conducted to predict these gradients.The 
methods used to calculate temperatures and stresses in the joint are now 
outlined.
5.8.1 Thermal Analysis
The finite difference model used for the thermal analysis of the 
joint is shown in figure 5.18 .
A  steady state temperature distribution is assumed.
For each node on the exterior of the tube the energy balance 
equation will consist of conduction,incoming solar radiation and radiation 
emission to space terms:
-k(e) t (T—| - 2 To + T-j) + 2k(r)(r2- t/4) (To - T-n)
4(r2A0)2 r2t
-k(z) t (T~3n- 2 To + T3n) - t o e  T^= ascos & 1390 
4 ( A z )2
For nodes which are within the thickness of the tube the finite 
difference expression involves only conduction terms:
-k(e-)t (T-1. - 2 To - T O  -2k(r) (T-n -2 To + Tn)
2(r1AO)2 t
-k(r) (Tn - T-n) -k(z)t (Tn -2To -T-n) = 0 
2r . 2(Az)2
The finite difference equations for points on the interior surface 
of the tube must include conduction terms ard also internal radiation 
exchange terms:
2k(r) (ro + t/4) (To - Tn) - k(o-) t (T*, - 2To -T-]) + o T 4 
r0t Mr0AO)2
, 2
-  rtAdAz r0 ... £  Tj
TT i=*J
rc(cos(&-e-i)-1)_______
,2r2n -cos(&-&i))+(z-zj)'2
= 0
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•Jhe development of the internal radiation terns is outlined in 
Appendix 4.
The author's program TJOINT* uses Newton's method for nonlinear 
systems to solve for T -the temperature distribution.
As an example consider the finite difference model shown in figure 
5.18 The composite tube has the following conductivities: 
k axial =23.5 W/m°K 
k hoop = 16.0 W/m°K 
k radial = 1.0 W/m°K
The aluminium tube has a conductivity of 240 W/m°K.
The external surfaces of both tubes have a solar absorptivity of 0.9 
and emissivity 0.8.The internal surfaces are assumed black.
The tubes are both 0.381itm thick.The internal radius of the 
composite tube is 38.76mm. The adhesive layer is neglected in the 
calculation of temperatures.
The temperature distribution of this joint is shown in figure 5.19 .
5. 0 .2 Stress Analysis
The STIF25 element of the ANSYS package may be used to perform 
stress analyses of adhesive bonded joints with complex temperature 
distributions. STIF25 is an axisynmetric structural solid element with 
nonaxisymmetric loading capabilities.This element is a generalisation of 
the STIF42 element which deals only with axisynmetric loads.It is 
desirable to use an axisynmetric model,rather than a three-dimensional 
model,as the modelling and analysis times are greatly reduced and accuracy 
is improved. The harmonic elements such as STIF25 must have the applied 
load defined as a Eburier series.The load which varies with the angle 
around the circumference is expressed as:
F(©) = Ao + A)cos © + B^sin © + A2COS2© + R2sin2© + A 3 cos3© + %  
sit13© +...
Each term of this series is input as a separate load step and 
postprocessing facilities are used to sun the results of the different 
load steps.Each term includes a load coefficient Al or Bl,a number of
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harmonic waves 1 and a symmetry condition (cos 1© or sin 1©) .Preprocessing 
facilities are available in the ANSYS package to calculate the load 
coefficients given a known loading curve.
As a simple example, consider a tubular joint in which the
temperature distribution is described as
T(©;z ) = (295 + 15 cos O' )°K
where ©  is the circumferential angle and z is the axial
co-ordinate.The stress free temperature is 295°K.
The adherends are an aluminium tube and a unidirectional 
graphite/epoxy tube with mechanical properties as described in section 
5.7.Both the tubes are 0.5nm thick.The internal radius of thee composite 
tube is 14.5mm and the adhesive layer is 0.15mm thick.The overlap is 24mm 
in length.
The stresses arising in the adhesive of the joint with the 
temperature distribution given above are shown in figures 5.20 and 5.21 .An 
analysis using the mean joint temperature of 295° K would predict zero 
stresses in the adhesive.lt is important,therefore,to determine the 
temperature distribution in the joint and in particular those temperatures 
that represent the maximum excursion from the stress-free temperature.
5.9 Alternative Mhesive Bonded Tubular Joints
Most of the literature available on adhesive bonded tubular joints 
refers to the single lap configuration which has been the subject of this 
chapter.There are,of course,a variety of different joint configurations 
which may be used as noted by Perry,ref (62).He provides a useful chart 
summarising the relative merits of the tubular scarf, single
lap,single-stepped lap and inset lap joints, each subject to five loading 
conditions: tensile load,compressive load,high internal pressure,low
internal pressure and bending. The tubular single lap joint is shown to 
be the least efficient of the four joint configurations for the above 
loading conditions .Mechanical efficiency is ,of course, not the only 
consideration in the design of adhesive bonded joints.The joint must be
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easy to^ produce (especially if large scale manufacture of joints is 
envisaged) in order that labour and material costs may be kept to a 
minimum.The tubular scarf joint, for instance,is a particularly difficult 
joint to produce.The achievement of an accurate scarf angle is quite a 
task, as the tube is easily pressed out of round during machining.If the 
scarf angles are not accurate then an adhesive layer of variable thickness 
will result.The tubular single lap,single-stepped lap and inset lap joints 
are easier to produce,although the problem of ensuring that the adherend 
tubes are co-axial when joined must be overcome.
The tubular single lap joint has received most attention due to the 
simplicity of its geometry.No modifications ,such as the formation of 
bevelled or stepped ends,are necessary prior to the joining process.
Perry investigated the efficiency of the four joint configurations 
subject to mechanical loads.Thermal loading of these tubular joints will 
now be considered.The finite element models of the different joints are 
shown in figures 5.3, and 5.22 to 5.24.Material properties are those 
mentioned in section 5.7.1. Dimensions of the joints are given on the 
finite element mesh figures.The adherends of the single lap joint are now 
assumed to be 1mm thick.The analyses were performed using the ANSYS 
package.All the elements are the STIF42 variety(2-D Isoparametric Solid 
Element).
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the magnitude of adhesive peel and shear 
stresses in the different types of tubular joint, subject to a temperature 
100 K below the stress free temperature.The tubular scarf joint is clearly 
the most efficient.The peak peel and shear stresses in this joint are 
approximately an order of magnitude smaller than those in the tubular 
single lap and inset lap joints.The single-stepped joint lies between 
these extremes, in terms of efficiency.
It is the designers task to choose which joint configuration best 
suits his needs for a specific job.The scarf and single-stepped lap joints 
are flush on both faces which may be a desirable characteristic .He may be 
attracted by the tubular single lap joint with its low production cost or 
,if only a few joints are to be produced,he may be confident enough to 
choose another joint configuration,which,although difficult to make,is 
mechanically more efficient.
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A shell theory for determining the adhesive stresses brought about 
by temperature changes in adhesive bonded tubular lap joints between 
dissimilar materials has been developed .The theory treats the adherends as 
thin orthotropic axisymmetric shells and the adhesive layer as an infinite 
number of tension shear springs.lt has been shown that the theory produces 
results which show close agreement with the finite element analysis which 
discretises the joint into axisymmetric isoparametric solid elements.The 
agreement is excellent for the case in which the composite adherend is 
unidirectional and thin in nature.The accuracy of the approach declines 
when thick adherends are used or when the composite laminate lay up is not 
unidirectional.
The theory was modified to include shear deformation of the 
composite adherend.However,no significant improvement in the calculation 
of adhesive stresses resulted frcm this modification. Nearly all the 
shear deformation takes place in the adhesive layer due to its very low 
shear stiffness.
The through thickness normal stresses in the composite adherend are 
neglected in the shell theories. Hence, these theories will lose accuracy in 
the calculation of adhesive stresses in situations where significant 
through thickness normal stresses arise.
The axisymmetric conical shell,spring and nonlinear fiorce-deflection 
elements of the ANSYS package may be used to solve for adhesive stresses 
both in the linear and nonlinear ranges of the adhesive material 
behaviour.In a well designed joint, thermal mismatch stresses should be 
low ,such that a linear adhesive behavioural response will result.
The shell theories were shown to be very much quicker in terras of 
CPU time required for solution than either of the finite element 
approaches, and as such these theories represent a valuable design tool 
for the aerospace engineer.
The two most important parameters infuencing the magnitude of 
thermally induced adhesive stresses are the thickness of the aluminium 
tube (the node fitting tube in the space structure) and the adhesive
5.10 Concl usions
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stiffness. Increases in these parameters will increase adhesive stresses.
The inclusion of a transition layer between the dissimilar adherends 
reduces the adhesive shear stresses .Hie author's theory outlined in this 
chapter shows reasonable agreement with the finite element method in 
calculating the "graded seal" joint adhesive stresses.lt does, 
however,overestimate the peak adhesive stresses.
The author' s program TJOINT* may be used to calculate the 
temperature distribution in a tubular lap joint in sunlight.lt is 
necessary to pinpoint the temperatures which represent the maximum 
excursion from the stress free temperature of the joint, as these 
determine the magnitude of the peak adhesive stresses.
There are a number of tubular joint configurations which may be used 
as alternatives to the single lap joint.These joints are not easy to 
produce but they are mechanically more efficient than the single lap 
joint.
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Figure 5.1
FreerBody Equilibrium Diagram for Adherends in the Bonded Region
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Figure 5.3 Tubular Single Lap Joint 
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Figure 5.4 
Comparison oF the Four Methods used to 
Calculate Adhesive Peel Stresses
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Figure 5.5 
Comparison oF the Four Methods Used 
to Calculate Adhesive Shear Stresses
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Figure 5.G 
Adhesive Peel Stress with 1mm 
thick Adherends
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Figure 5.7 
Adhesive Shear Stress with 1mm 
thick Adherends
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Figure 5.8
Tubular Joint- Aluminium and 
90/0fo/9 0  Graphite Epoxy 
Laminate Adherends
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Figure 5.9 
Comparison oF Three oP the Methods used 
to Calculate Adhesive Peel Stresses 
(90/0o/90 laminate)
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Figure 5.10 
Comparison oF Three oF the Methods used 
to Calculate Adhesive Shear Stresses 
(90/0o/90 laminate)
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The EFFect oF Overlap Length 
and Aluminium Adherend Thickness 
on Adhesive Stresses(0°laminate)
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Figure 5.11(b)
The InFluence oF Adhesive Tensile Modulus 
on the Peak Adhesive Stresses in a Tubular
Lap Joint
36mm overlap 
05mm thick adherends
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Figure 5.12 
The EPFect oF Overlap Length and 
Aluminium Adherend Thickness on 
, the Adhesive Stresses (90/06/90 laminate)
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Figure 5.13
Free-Body Equilibrium Diagrams for Adherends in fhe Bonded Region of the
Graded Seal Joint
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Figure 5.14
The Graded Seal Joint
Peel Stresses in Adhesive Layer 1
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Figure 5.15
The Graded Seal Joint
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Figure 5.16
The Graded Seal Joint
Peel Stresses in Adhesive Layer 2
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Figure 5.17
The Graded Seal Joint
Shear Stresses in Adhesive Layer 2
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Figure 5.20 
Tubular Joint with Diametric Temperature 
DiFFerential - Adhesive Peel Stresses 
at the Angular Position 0- = 0
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Figure 5.21 
Tubular Joint with Diametric Temperature 
DiPFerential - Adhesive Shear Stresses 
at Angular Position 0 = 0
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.F igure 5.22 Tubular Scarf Joint 
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Figure 5.23 Tubular Single-Stepped Lap Joint 
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Figure 5 .24 Tubular Inset Lap Joint 
■“ Finite Element Model
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Figure 5.25 
Comparison oF the Four Adhesive Bonded 
Tubular Joint Configurations - Peel Stresses
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Figure 5.2G 
Comparison oF the Four Adhesive Bonded 
Tubular Joints - Adhesive Shear Stresses
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CHAPTER 6
Thermally Induced Stresses and Damage Mechanisms in Laminated Tubes
6.1 Introduction
Potential exists for the development of significant thermally 
induced stresses in composite materials as a result of the mismatch 
between fibre and matrix coefficients of expansion,and also,on the 
laminate level, as a consequence of the different ply expansion 
coefficients.
This chapter examines situations in which large thermally induced 
stresses may occur in composite tubes,and explores the damage mechanisms 
that result. The structural deformation and the degradation of material 
properties brought about by thermal stresses are important considerations 
in the design of large space structures.
6.2 Damage Medhanisns
Mazzio and Mehan (63) have noted several possible damage mechanisms 
which occur at the fibre-matrix level during cooling of composites. In 
the axial direction, the matrix has a much higher coefficient of thermal 
expansion than the fibre, and so when cooling takes place,the matrix 
contraction will cause axial compression in the fibre and the possibility 
of local fibre buckling arises. In the case of a weak bond,the shear 
stresses prevailing at the fibre-matrix interface during the cool down may 
cause local debonding at the fibre ends,or if the bond is strong but the 
matrix brittle,then resolved tensile cracking may take place at the fibre 
ends. A  broken fibre in compression may produce self arresting tensile 
cracks.
At the laminate level,multiple transverse cracking occurs when the 
tensile stresses normal to the fibre direction of a lamina are 
sufficiently large.
Ply delamination is brought about by high interlaminar normal and 
shear stresses often found near the free edges of laminates. Henriksen et 
al (60) suggested that ply delamination may also be induced at positions
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where transverse cracks are arrested by adjacent plies.
Crack initiation and growth is an area now receiving considerable 
attention by researchers. Energy methods have been formulated which 
predict the initiation and growth of cracks.Linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM) uses the concept of strain energy release rate to 
forecast crack propagation. The finite element method together with the 
crack closure technique may be used to calculate the available energy 
release rate for a crack.The LEFM theory as used by Wang (64), and Wang 
and Crossman (65), treats the material as being homogeneous .Kanninen et al 
(66) believe that micrcmechanical fracture events must be taken into 
account and in the highly stressed area around the tip of the macroscopic 
crack they introduce a local heterogeneous region (LHR) which is distinct 
frcm the surrounding continuum.In the LHR such fracture events as fibre 
breakage,matrix crazing, fibre bridging,matrix-fibre debonding and fibre 
splitting may occur.
6.3 The Development of Thermal Stresses in Composite Tubes
One possible laminate lay up that could be used for space structure 
elements is a (90,0*,90) laminate.The 90°surface layers (knowm as skins) 
hold the inner 0°core layers together by adding seme hoop strength.
The tube will be subject to a uniform drop in temperature as
experienced during thermal cycling.Stresses arising in a tube at midspan 
and at the joint with the node fitting will be determined.
6.3,1 Uniform Drop in Temperature:Stresses at Midspan of Tube
Whitney (67) has shown that the Vlasov-Ambartsumyan shell theory
applied to laminated cylinders is not accurate in the calculation of hoop
and shear stresses in the case of free thermal expansion. Due to the
large CTE through the thickness of typical laminated canposite 
shells,transverse normal strains are generated.These strains are neglected 
in the application of the Vlasov-Ambartsumyan theory .Whitney modifies the 
shell theory to include the effects of transverse normal strain and show® 
that this more complex theory gives more accurate results.
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In this study the finite element method will be used to study both 
uncracked and cracked tubes.The accuracy of the modified shell theory when 
applied to the particular case of cross-ply laminates will be determined. 
Hie lamina properties assumed are:
E I = 132 GPa 
E t = 10.8 GPa 
v It = 0.24 
v tt = 0.49
1 = -0.11 x K f 6/°K 
<xt = 27.2 x 10“6/°K
Figure 6.1 shows the finite element model used to calculate stresses 
in the cross-ply laminate.The 2--D Isoparametric Solid Element (STIF42 in 
the ANSYS element library) is used with the axisynmetric option.One end of 
the model has axial displacement restrained,while at the other end the 
axial displacements of the nodes are coupled. This simulates the
conditions at the centre of a long tube,away frcm end effects. With a 
drop in temperature the skin layers will try to contract in the axial 
direction but will be restrained by the core with its low axial CTE.This 
will induce tensile axial stresses in the skin layers and canpressive 
axial stresses in the core. In the hoop direction the situation is
reversed with the skin layers restraining contraction in the core.Tensile 
hoop stresses will be induced in the core and ccmpressive hoop stresses in 
the skin layers. The tensile stresses induced are in directions normal to 
the fibre direction in each lamina .Temperatures well below the stress 
free temperature of the laminate will produce tensile stresses which
approach the transverse strength of the laminae. A  drop in tanperature of
1°K is applied to the finite element model.
Hie stresses at the mid-surface of the skin layers and the core, 
calculated by the use of the finite element method, are:
Axial Stress (MN/m2) Hoop Stress (MN/m2)
Outer skin layer 0.267 -0.976
Core -0.067 0.217
Inner Skin Layer 0.269 -0.762
Whitney's modified shell theory will now be outlined.lt differs frcm 
classical thin shell theory in that it recognises that stress gradients
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exist across the wall thickness and includes the effect of transverse 
normal strain.The theory is discussed with particular reference to a 
loading condition which is a uniform change in temperature in the 
laminated tube.
The strains in the gage section of the laminated tribe are:
e x = e x°
e ©  = e 0°(1-z/R) + z  e^ ,/ R
e x© = e x ©  (1 + z/R)
where e x°and e x©° are middle plane strains and e z is the thickness 
expansion.
The ply constitutive relations are
o' i = Q ij (ej°- e f )  i,j =1,2,6
where cCj = crx,o^= o^,c^= o^and the engineering strains,ej°, and the 
expansion strains,ejT, are defined in a similar manner.
As the laminate is symmetric there is no coupling between bending 
and extension.
For the shell
Ni = Aij ej°
and so
.o . .-1-. . .
ej = Aij Ni i,j=l,2,6
dz
—  Wi "n/*
and Ni = (Qij ejTdz
All the ncessary relationships needed to calculate the stresses in 
the laminate are now available with the exception of an expression to 
evaluate e z,the thickness expansion coefficient. The determination of 
this coefficient has been discussed by Whitney (67) and Pagano (68) and as 
noted by Kedward (69), the through thickness CTE may exceed that of a
r .where A13 =J Qij
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single lamina by a considerable amount .Pagano develops the through 
thickness CTE of a synmetric laminate as the average of the through 
thickness CTEs of the individual laminae. Fbr an individual lamina:
®<3r » °<r - ___1___ l(y,*+ - <*u) + (vz3* - * T)]
For the laminate in this study
°ir °7r 10 •851 GPsl 
°rr °2T 132 •625 GPa
0,2= 0,2= 2.604 GPa
9 j 6=  5 , 7  G P a
and so
A|f= 108.27 t GPa 
A^= 2.604 t GPa 
A^p 35.21 t GPa 
A^= 5.7 t GPa
The equivalent stress resultants due to thermal strains are 
N^= -103.964 x 103t N/m2 
1^= -247.137 x 103t N/m2 
N^= 0.0
The total strains at the mid-surface of the laminate are: 
e axial = -0.793 x 10'6/°K 
e hoop = 6.961 x 10"9°K 
e axia 1-hoop = 0.0
The thickness expansion coefficient of the laminate is calculated to
be
-37.1 x 10~6/°K
The stresses at the mid-surfaces of the skin layers and the core, 
found by use of Whitney's modified shell theory are:
Axial Stress (MN/m2 ) Hoop Stress (MN/m2)
Outer Skin 0.266 -0.977
Layer
Core -0.067 0.217
Inner Skin
Layer 0.270 -0.761
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These results compare very favourably with the finite element results.
If the material properties are assumed constant with temperature and 
the material behaves in a linear elastic manner, then stresses at low 
temperatures are found by applying a scaling factor to the laminate stress 
determined for a unit decrease in temperature. This scaling factor will 
be directly proportional to the magnitude of the temperature drop 
(relative to the stress free temperature) that is applied.
The analyst must propose mechanisms by which the laminate might fail 
when the thermal stresses in the laminate become sufficiently 
large.Transverse cracking due to large tensile stresses normal to the 
fibre direction in a lamina is one such mechanism.Free edge delamination 
is another.In a rectangular plate laminate there are four free edges.In a 
tube,delamination will be limited to the tube ends,although it may 
accompany transverse cracking in other regions of the tube.The ends of the 
tube will, of course,be enclosed in node fittings .Wolff et al (52) mention 
that the stress patterns and development of microcracking will be 
different in the tube with and without the node fittings .When subjecting 
structural members to thermal cycling,whether in an experimental or 
computational context, it is essential to realise that the components 
attached to the member may strongly influence stress patterns and the 
onset of failure under load .Tubes,therefore,must be cycled with node 
fittings attached.Stresses in the composite tribe in the region of the 
joint will be examined later.
The prediction of the temperature at the onset of multiple 
transverse cracking is a task which may be carried out by one of several 
methods. A  simple approach is to use a maximum stress failure criterion 
in which a ply is considered to have failed (ie cracking has occured) when 
any stress component reaches the uniaxial strength in that direction.This 
approach has been used by Wolff et al (52) and Kim and Hahn (70) amongst 
others, but it does not take into account the fact that the thickness of 
the individual laminae containing the crack is critical in determining the 
onset of cracking,as noted by Wang and Crossman(65) .Two theories have been 
proposed that account for this effect. In the statistical approach it is 
reasoned that a thick lamina will have more flaws or defects than a thin 
lamina and hence will fail at a lower stress.The characteristics and
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distribution of the defects in a laminate must be known in order to 
predict the onset of cracking.The second approach is the energy method 
outlined by Vfang and Crossman.In this method the available energy release 
rate associated with a crack, G, is compared with the critical energy 
release rate Gc.Gc is the rate of energy release during crack extension 
and is a material property.Crack growth takes place if G exceeds Gc.The 
thickness of the lamina is one parameter determining the available energy 
release rate G.The energy method makes use of linear elastic fracture 
mechanics and the finite element calculation of G.It is a useful technique 
for determining the saturation crack density.
The results of the finite element and modified shell theory analyses 
for the tube away frcm the joints make it clear that transverse cracking 
will occur in the skin layers and then in the core layer.If a maximum 
stress criterion is used to predict the onset of microcracking,then with a 
lamina transverse strength of 50MPa,cracking will begin at 185° below the 
stress free temperature. Pagano and Hahn (71) define the stress-free 
temperature as the highest temperature at which material behaviour is 
elastic .Appreciable softening of the resin matrix takes place at 
temperatures above the stress free temperature and resistance to applied 
stress beccmes small.The stresses developed within a composite laminate 
are negligible at such temperatures. The stress free temperature of the 
tube is typically in the region of 120° C and temperatures in orbit may be 
as low as -100°C. During ground storage the epoxy matrix of the composite 
tube absorbs moisture .As noted by Pagano and Hahn , after only a few weeks 
at roam temperature and 45 per cent relative humidity a graphite epoxy 
laminate may became saturated (absorbing approximately 0.6 per cent 
moisture by weight).Under these conditions swelling takes place and this 
may balance the thermal shrinkage caused by the cool down after curing.The 
curing stresses will be temporarily alleviated. However,during launch and 
in the vacuum of space drying out takes place ard the, full effect of 
temperatures well below the 120 ° C cure initiation temperature will be 
experienced by the laminate. When failure has occured by stresses 
exceeding the transverse strength of a lamina,cracks will form parallel to 
the fibres.In the fibre direction, stresses may still be carried,however 
in the transverse direction the properties must be reduced.Bowles(72) has
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identified the transverse stiffness ,E ,the transverse CTE,®< fand the shear 
modulus ,G , of the cracked plies as properties requiring 
modification.These properties are reduced by an amount determined by the 
crack density. Simplistic analyses in which the transverse stiffness is 
reduced to zero were found by Bowles to overestimate the effect of 
cracking.
The stress distribution in the region of a transverse crack in the 
skin layer will now be examined.Initially it will be assumed that 
transverse cracking of the core layer has not taken place .The finite 
element mesh used is shown in figure 6.2 .The model uses 2-D Isoparametric 
Solid Elements with the axisynmetric option in operation. The cracks 
extend frcm the surface of the tube to the interface with the core where 
they are arrested.One end of the model has axial displacement restrained 
with the exception of the nodes within the cracked skin layers, while at
the other end the axial displacements of the nodes are coupled. The
length of the model in the axial direction is half the crack spacing. The
cracking spacing5 used here is 2nm.The mesh is fine in the vacinity of the
crack.A 1°K drop in temperature is applied to the model.
Figure 6.3 shows a radial stress contour plot.The radial stresses 
are highest at the crack tip and reduce rapidly in all directions with the 
exception of the radial direction toward the core .High shear stresses are 
experienced near the crack tip,as shown in figure 6.4 ,but these decrease 
rapidly in all directions away frcm the crack tip.At temperatures well 
below the stress free temperature the interlaminar normal and shear 
stresses at the skin-core interface may be of sufficient magnitude to 
induce delamination.
6.3.2 Uniform Drop in Termperature-Stresses in Tubes in Joint Region
In Chapter 5 the stresses in the adhesive layer of a tubular bonded
joint subject to low temperature were investigated.The stresses occuring
in the tribes were not discussed.These stresses are the subject of this 
section.
When deterrnining stresses in the adhesive the reference temperature
is the stress free temperature of the bond.If the double-adhesive bonding
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technique of Camahort and Mulroy (51) is used,then this temperature may be 
near room temperature.Typical graphite/epoxy composites are cured at about 
180°C,but the stress free temperature of the laminate is lower,at about 
120°C.The stress-free temperatures of the bond and of the composite tube 
laminate would then differ by 120°C.Such a difference could easily be 
taken into account in a numerical analysis used to determine stresses 
throughout the joint at very low temperatures.However,as conventional 
bonding methods are widespread,these will be considered in the following 
analysis. In conventionally bonded joints the stress free temperature of 
the bond and the composite laminate are both near 120 °C.A single
stress-free temperature may be considered to exist.
The finite element model used in this analysis is shown in figure
6.5 .The laminated tube has the same properties as the tube in Chapter 5.
The dimensions in the thickness direction of the joint have been
exaggerated by a factor of 25 to enable clear presentation.Figure 6.6 is a 
contour plot of radial stresses in the joint which is at a tenperature 100 
°K below the stress free tenperature of the bond .Tensile normal stresses 
develop in the ccmposite at the end of the overlap frcm which the
ccmposite tube extends.The development of these radial stresses is a 
serious matter as they may initiate delamination in the ccmposite tube.The 
radial stresses are greatest in the case of thick laminates.The radial 
stresses may be reduced b y tapering the aluminium adherend and/or using a 
thin ccmposite laminate.
The high shear stresses in the laminate shown in figure 6.7 will 
also encourage delamination.These stresses are highest just below the 
adhesive layer at both ends of the overlap.They may be reduced by the use 
of thin adherends or by adopting the "graded seal joint".
6.4 The Effect of lyiicrocracking on the Coefficients of Expansion of
a Laminated Tube
Bowles (73) examined the effect of microcracks on the thermal
expansion of ccmposite laminates (flat plates) using both analytical and 
experimental methods.The finite element method was used to discover how 
microcracks in the 90°plies of cross- ply and quasi-isotropic flat plate
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laminates affected the CTE in the 0 direction.lt was found that the 
effective stiffness of the 90 plies was reduced by microcracking and so 
the thermal expansion characteristics of the laminate approached those of 
the 0 unidirectional material.
In his experimental work Reibaldi (74) concentrated on determination 
of the CTE over the range of temperatures frcm 5°C to -115° C before and 
after 3000 thermal cycles (between -173° C and 95°C) .Reibaldi discovered 
that thermal cycling had a significant effect on the value of the CTE over 
the range 5°C to -115°C.
The literature reveals very little analytical work related to the 
effect of microcracks on the thermal expansion of laminates.In particular 
tubular geometries have not been investigated.
The finite element model of figure 6.2 may be used to deduce the 
effect that cracks in the skin layers have upon the axial and hoop 
coefficients of expansion of the tube.If cracks in the core are also to be 
considered then a more complex model than the 2-D axisymmetric model is 
needed.Such a model is shown in figure 6.8 . The 3-D Anisotropic Solid 
Element (STIF64 of the ANSYS package) is used in this model .Each element 
has eight nodal points.There are three degrees of freedom at each
node,namely the x,y and z translations. The model represents a small part 
of a long tube with a 90/0®/90 lay up. This small part is taken frcm the 
centre of the tube .The length of the part in the axial direction is one 
half of the spacing between the cracks in the skin layers, while its 
length in the hoop direction is one half of the spacing between the cracks 
in the core layers. The surfaces along the cracks are taken as stress 
free .The skin layers at z=0 are restrained from movement in the 
z-direction and the nodes of the laminate at z=S/2 are coupled so that 
their z displacement is identical .The nodes which are not stress free at ©
= 0°and ©  = °< /2°are subject to the constraint that they may not displace
in the hoop direction.
The variations of the axial and hoop CTEs with crack density are 
shown in figures 6.9 and 6.10 .Firstly consider the case of cracks only in 
the skin layers .No significant change in the hoop direction CTE is 
noticed.However,the skin layer cracks do reduce the axial CTE.The
reduction is a function of the crack density.
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To confirm the adequacy of the three dimensional model, results using 
this model with cracks in the skin layers only, were compared with results 
using the simpler 2-D axisynmetric model of figure 6.2 .The axial and hoop 
coefficients of expansion for a crack spacing of 0.25nm agree to within
0.2 per cent.
For the case of cracks in both the skin and core layers the effect 
on both axial and hoop CTEs is considerable.lt is perhaps surprising to 
discover that cracking in the core layer has such a profound effect upon 
the axial CTE.This is a product of the particular laminate lay up chosen 
for this study.Due to the small percentage of 90 plies (only 20 per cent) 
and the Poisson's ratio effect,the transverse properties of the core layer 
have as significant effect upon the axial CTE, as the transverse 
properties of the skin layers.
Bowles(73),in his analysis of flat laminated plates examined a (0* / 
902)slay up and for that particular laminate concluded that microcracks in 
the 0°plies do affect the CTE,but to a lesser extent than cracks in the 90° 
plies.The 9Cf plies form 50 per cent of the laminate thickness in this case
and so the influence of the transverse stiffness of the 0° layers in
conjunction with the Poisson's ratio effect is small.
In general cracks in all plies of a laminate should be considered
when determining the degradation of material properties.
As the crack density increases in the core and in the skin layers of 
the tube examined in this section, the CTEs in the hoop and axial direction 
will tend towards -0.11 x 10 which is the CTE in the fibre direction of 
a lamina.
It is apparent that the majority of the cracking during thermal 
cycling will occur during the first excursion to the lowest 
temperature.Having cracked, the plies offer less restraint to thermal 
expansion or contraction of neighbouring plies.
Delamination induced by the high interlaminar stresses at the tips 
of transverse cracks will further reduce the restraint to free thermal 
expansion of each ply. In the case of the tube under investigation, 
delamination will further reduce both the axial and hoop CTEs.
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Thermal stresses arise in composites as a result of the differing 
expansion coefficients of neighbouring materials. These differences occur 
on three level s. These levels are the fibre-matrix, laminate and structural 
levels.
The characterisation of damage mechanisms initiated by thermal 
stresses is a canplex task requiring fracture mechanics analyses.
The thermal stresses present in a ccmposite tube,induced by the 
differences in the orientation of the laminae,may be calculated by the use 
of Whitney's modified shell theory.The accuracy of this technique was 
confirmed for a 90/0s/90 laminate by  comparison with a detailed finite 
element analysis.
When the 90/08 /9Q tribe is cooled,tensile stresses arise in the 
transverse direction in each lamina. If these stresses are sufficiently 
large,cracks will form parallel to the fibres in each lamina.The 
prediction of the temperature at the onset of transverse cracking is very 
important .Although a maximum stress failure criterion is often used, the 
task is better performed b y  use of the energy method of fracture 
mechanics.
A  finite element analysis confirms the observation of Henriksen et 
al(64) that high interlaminar shear and normal stresses occur at the tip 
of a transverse crack.These stresses will produce delamination.
The structural level of the thermal stress problem is embodied in 
the mismatch between properties of a ccmposite tube and an aluminium node 
fitting.Much effort was spent in Chapter 5 determining the stresses in the 
adhesive layer of such a joint.The finite element analysis performed in 
this chapter confirms that normal and shear stresses are produced in the 
ccmposite tube. Interlaminar normal and shear stresses are instrumental in 
causing delamination in the ccmposite.
A  three dimensional finite element model was proposed to examine the 
effect of microcracks on the thermal expansion of laminates. A  knowledge 
of tube axial CTEs throughout the lifetime of the spacecraft is essential 
to the designer who must ensure that stringent tolerances on the reflector 
geometry are met.It was found that cracks parallel to the axial
6 .5  Conclusions
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direction,as well as parallel to the hoop direction,must be considered in 
analyses to determine the axial CTE.With increasing cracking the hoop and 
axial CTEs of the 90/0s/90 tube will tend toward the fibre direction CTE 
Of -0.11 x 10"6/°K
It is important to remember that radiation bombardment will 
encourage microcrack formation during thermal cycling, due to 
embrittlement of the matrix,as discovered by Tenney et al (31).
A  low interply angle will reduce microcracking.In the trusses being 
designed for the Space Station a (-10/^307*10) ply orientation for the 
composite tubes has been chosen by the McDonnell Douglas team.The laminate 
will be formed by either roll wrapping or filament winding. Details of 
their proposals are outlined by Diibel (75).
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Reccmnendations for Further Work
The project consisted of a number of phases:the initial 
investigation into large space antenna systsns design considerations,the 
thermal analyses of large orbiting tetrahedral trusses with particular 
consideration given to slender member shadowing effects, and the deduction 
of thermally induced stresses arising in the adhesive bonded tubular 
joints and in the ccmposite tube members of space structures.The 
conclusions for the project are ’ now summarised and recommendations for 
further work are made.
7.1 Present Work
The thermo-structural analysis of large space antenna reflectors is 
complicated by the large size and complexity of these structures.The 
isothermal element concept for predicting member temperatures was 
reviewed.lt was shown that even in a gently curved truss,the orientation 
of each member with respect to the sun's rays is sufficiently different 
for it to be necessary to undertake thermal analyses of every truss member 
to accurately predict truss nodal displacements .The isothermal element 
approach calculates only the mean temperature of a member. Temperatures 
vary around the tube circumference and for large diameter tubes of low 
circumferential conductivity ,the diametric temperature differential in 
sunlight is considerable .The accurate determination of the temperature 
variation around the tube in sunlight is essential for two 
reasons. Firstly, the diametric temperature differential in the tube
cross-section gives rise to bending deflections which reduce the critical 
buckling load of the member .Secondly, the temperature in the area around 
the subsolar point of the tube cross-section may approach the glass 
transition temperature of the ccmposite in certain cases. A  finite
difference model was proposed to determine the circumferential temperature
gradient. The finite difference model was extended to include the energy
storage terms necessary in a transient analysis. It was found that during 
entry into the earth's shadow the diametric temperature differential of
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the tubular member and the associated bending deflection are rapidly- 
reduced, encouraging flexural vibration. Flexural vibration may also take 
place on exit frcm the earth1 s shadow. Undamped vibrations will have an 
effect on the long term fatigue behaviour of the truss.
A  method was proposed to predict self-shadowing events based on 
detailed consideration of the three-dimensional geometry of orbiting 
trusses .The graphic output from the author's program SHADOW shows that the 
density of slender member shadow events increases as the truss moves away 
form the noon position and is at a maximum near 6 o'clock (morning or 
evening) .The number of shadowing events per member during an orbit 
increases as the number of bays (and elements) in the truss is 
increased.lt was shown that distant shadowers move over the shadowee with 
great speed and in rapid succession.Programs written by the author 
determine the effect of self-shadowing on member taupe rat ures. Slender 
member shadowing events were shown to have an appreciable effect on member 
average tenperatures, even in a four bay truss.The effect on member 
average temperature is greatly influenced by the diameter of the 
shadower.Trusses with a large number of bays will find their member 
temperatures more affected by slender member shadowing than the four bay 
truss. Temperature differentials between the faces of the truss give rise 
to bending deflections of the truss.The greatest differentials will occur 
near 6:00 hrs and 18:00 hrs.Temperature differentials will also arise fruu 
shadowing due to the reflecting mesh.Deepening the truss will reduce 
bending deflections arising frcm temperature differentials.
A  shell theory for determining the adhesive stresses, brought about 
by temperature changes in adhesive bonded tubular joints between 
dissimilar materials, was developed.The theory showed good agreement with 
finite element results,especially in the cases of unidirectional or thin 
adherends. It was found that the two most important parameters 
influencing the magnitude of adhesive stresses are the thickness of the 
node fitting tube and the adhesive stiffness.Increases in these parameters 
will increase adhesive stresses.
The inclusion of an appropriately chosen transition layer between 
the dissimilar adherends reduces the adhesive shear stresses .A shell 
theory developed by the author showed reasonable agreement with the finite
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element method in calculating the "graded seal" joint adhesive stresses.
The shell theories developed for the determination of adhesive 
stresses were very much quicker in terms of CPU time required for solution 
than the finite element approaches.
It was confirmed that the thermal stresses present in a composite 
tube (away from end effects),brought about by differences in the 
orientation of the individual laminae,may be accurately determined by the 
use of existing modified shell theory.
The development of transverse cracks and delaminations in composite 
tubes was investigated and the effect of transverse carcks on tube CTEs 
was determined.Use of a special three-dimensional finite element model 
showed that it is essential to consider cracks parallel to the axial 
direction of the tube,as well as parallel to the hoop direction,when 
determining the effects of cracks upon the axial CTE.
7.2 Recommendations for Further Work
1) This project concentrated on the thermo-structural behaviour of 
orbiting trusses.The general literature review of Chapter 2 showed that 
there are many other important design considerations.In particular, the 
prediction and control of vibration brought about by orbital transfer, 
deployment and spacecraft induced loads in orbit is an essential task, 
which needs more research.
2) In this thesis attention has focussed on the truss reflector 
support structure.Future work should consider other elements of a typical 
spacecraft .These elements include the long feed arm and appendages such as 
solar arrays. Displacements of the feed, feed arm and reflector support 
truss must be determined to discover the effect upon electrical 
performance.
3) In this thesis heat sources on board the spacecraft were not 
considered. The magnitude of such heat loads must be determined to 
accurately predict spacecraft temperatures.
4) In the slender member shadowing studies presented here,only cross 
member shadowing was considered.Parallel member shadowing events should be 
investigated.
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5) The possibility of shadowing of the reflector support truss by 
items other than its own members and the reflecting raesh should be 
considered.Such items might include the spacecraft bus,the feed or solar 
panels.
6) Thermally induced stresses and damage mechanisms in laminated 
composite tubes should be investigated in greater depth.
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APPENDIX 1 
Calculation of the Shadow Factor
During the penumbra passage the solar flux will be reduced by a 
factor known as the shadow factor.
Gonsider a satellite orbiting the earth as shown in figure A.I. The 
portion of the solar disc visible to the satellite at an orbital position 
« is to be found.
By simple geometry,
sin = Rg/ R q
and therefore X = sin R^/ R q
It can be seen that
x = R0sin°< + (S + R0) tan (l-®0
The shadow factor is the ratio of the visible area of the solar disc 
(not shaded in the figure) over the total area of the disc,and is 
(1/2) R e  - sin g  )
Y u ?
Now cos 0/2 = x/Rs
and therefore 0 = 2  cos'^x/Rs)
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APPENDIX 2 
Radiation Exchange
A.2.1 Radiation Exchange in a Black Enclosure
The internal surface of the tube is subdivided into a number of 
smaller surfaces each of which is at its own isothermal temperature.
The net heat transfer by radiation between a typical surface Ak and 
the remainder of the surfaces is
Qk = cr Tk^Ak -Icr Tj4Aj Fjk 
jf=1
If the system under investigation can be considered to be 
two-dimensional then Hottel1 s crossed-string method (76) may be used to 
evaluate configuration factors.
Consider the cross section of the tube as shown in figure 
A. 2. Surfaces 1 and 2 are two of the small individually isothermal 
surf aces. The product w  F is found by adding the lengths of the crossed 
strings connecting the outer edges of A*] and A 2, subtracting the sun of the 
lengths of the uncrossed strings and dividing the total by two .From figure 
A. 2 the lengths of the strings are
L*l= 2 r sin (&2~ ©j-A)/2
L2= 2 r sin (©2- &|+-A)/2
L3= 2 r sin (e^- 0^)/2
1/4= 2 r sin (©2- ©-j )/2
Noting that w  = 2 r sinA^ •,
F12= L3 + L.4-~-Lp~-Lg—
2 w
= tan \  sin(&2-
Using this formula configuration factors between a typical surface 
Ak and each of the remaining surfaces can be found, and included in the 
internal radiation terms of the energy balance equations for nodes in the 
finite difference mesh which are on the internal surface of the tube.
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A.2.2 Radiation Exchange Between Two Diffuse Grey Surfaces
The radiation exchange calculation must take into account the fact
that the energy leaving a surface is composed of reflected energy as well
as emitted energy. The exchange between surfaces A-] and A 2 with
amissivities e^and e2and temperatures T^and T^is
0l2=cr(T1/|- T2V l   ^A^q2+1^ 2]
where The view factor.
If e^= e2and Aj= A 2then
Qi2=-
e 1 f 12
- cre^iAq (T-i - T2 )
2n-e1F 12 + e1
If the system is two-dimensional Hottel's crossed-string method may 
be used to evaluate the configuration factor.
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APPENDIX 3 
Final Equations of the Shell Theories
In each of the author' s shell theories, sets of simultaneous 
differential equations are arrived at.These systems are solved by the NAG 
routine D02GBF.
A.3.1 Adherends Treated as Classical Thin Shells
The three simultaneous differential equations for w-j, w^and Po to be 
solved are:.
.+■ L ( ^ x z  + ~ (°<x, *• y^Xx^&i)]  T
+ UJ, - W z *■ bx_ d^UJi. + t l_  d 3UJ, )
a, Qi. 2 4 x3 z  d x 1 '
A.3.2 Adherends Treated as Shells with Transverse Shear Deformation
The three simultaneous differential equations for w.j, w^ and Po to be 
solved are:
£ . ygX't. Pi. Qj jd’ P*. + Di ^ i E&- i t i d_
^  d  X 1 d
i  Wi E -1  cl*oui
 X3-
± a:  D; £ (fr,~ ( d 2Ui -  d 2U,
n cl xa d x 3
a:  Di d^cui -  d oxi a Pc, -  £
d x * Zac
y& o E & i t l (%<,
'  CLC
~ Eo~ ( Wi) i a ( 11 -t r\) d ZPo. 0
5 Gxy? iii Q.iS
+ .. di<u.L +- +-JL&S) x ju Jkx E sf--y .m z \ u / y
2n d x z a \ z  k Qz n /  2  /i Q i J
•+- G ■Cz d2UJ? 
2 n cl x 2l
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A.3.3 The Graded Seal Ooncept
The five simultaneous differential equations for ,w2 ,w3,P* and P** 
to be solved are:
Q i Di 1 Vex/ hi P* ~ E © , 6/ (  cJi -  O y )
d x *  O, K °>
+• b i  E ( 0 / 2  -  O J , )  -h h i t i d z  P *  ■* 0 . .  ( 0
2- d x 2
d Z P *  - _G-_ A b, P^ - P** ( / -  Vox*. Vx.e.2.) t (o6f2 + Vi$>Xz°^ ®2 ) T
d x 7- r\ Et
”  + A j J O j t  (  / ~ y©X/Vx©/)“ (Vro/+ V< 9 x ,° < < 9 , ) ~ h
Q i  o , t , E i
+  d - Q D L t . L U ± .  t  t t -  d 2 U J i _  +  t ±  c / % I .  )  -  .  » ( -2 - )
Q, .2 o'*2- 2 d X*
.- CiPz -  Vex* g . f * -  fc.P”) - £ S j k  -«iz-r)
+ ('w, - ,^_£ fo/, - ixx,) x ( b , * ) *
a n 2. d  x z d  x * '
d lF l* * JL (  Ll P** (/- yex^Vx©^)^ ( « «  y y d x j ^ j ^ T
b  * 2 /i C3  £ 3  6 3
-  JY sxg  .0/3 -  6  4 ,/ ° *  - h , p * * )  ( j -  y o x i V x e * )
° *  £*. t z
(°^X2 + y©XA°^©x) T“ + V® 2 ■> Lo'a, t- £2 . d Z Qj-t. +■ _6j d Zkj7 •>
Q z  2  0/ x 3 £ 0/ X x
c?3 £>J cJ A UJt, -  .V<sx, A 3 £ ^  -  Jz O a  t 3  (  L L U  -  ^ < S 3  ~r )
d  x *  o 3 Q  3
-  6 ,  E  (  L U 3  -  l j a )  +  />, ^  O
n 2. d x x
o - C 9
u ;
C5)
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APPENDIX 4
The Energy Exchange Between Differential Elements on the 
Interior Surface of a Tube
The net energy per unit time transferred from black element dA-j to dA2 
along path S is
o' (T^- T2 ) cos Q^cos © idA'idAo 
IT $2
The elements dA^and dA2are isothermal at temperatures T-j and T 2 , 
respectively,and have their normals at anglesAandAto the line of length S 
which joins them.
Two points on the internal surface of the tube have the co-ordinates 
(rcos©),rsin©],z-j) and (rcos©2*•rsin©2#z 2) •
, o
The square of the distance between these points, S
2 2 
= ( 2 r sinte-i - ©j ) + (zo- z1)
2
= 4r2sin2 ©i - ©2)+ (z2“ z-j )2
? 2 
= 2rz(1-cos(&\ - © 2)) + Z^z~ Z1 )
The angle between two lines with direction cosines 1-j , irq , n-^ and 12, 
m 2, n2is given by
cosA= Lj 12+ m^m2+ n-]n2
The normal to dA has the direction cosines 
1-]= cos © 
m-|= sin ©
n-]= 0
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The line joining dAjand dA2has the direction cosines 
1 = r (cos By - cos ©  )^  —r-
m  = r (sin ©p- sin 0^) 
n =
The expression for cosAbeccmes 
r (cos(8r  &2)-D/(7r2(1 -cos(8r  © 2)) ♦1 ^ 2 ~ 2 ' ] ) 2 '^ 2
The energy exchange between a small area on the internal surface of 
the tube and all the remaining internal surface is
Qk = cr Tk^Ak - dTj^Aj Fj-k 
FI
where Fj-k = r 2 (cos(8t:-frjH)2________
Tr (2r2(i cosVd^ -Qj)}+(ZK~zj)2)2
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Figure A.2 
Determination of Configuration Factors by 
Hottel’s Crossed String Method
